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Abstract 
 

Social networking services such as Facebook and Twitter and social media hosting 

websites such as Flickr and YouTube have become increasingly popular in recent 

years. One key factor to their attractiveness worldwide is that these sites and services 

allow people to express and share their opinions, likes, and dislikes, freely and 

openly. The opinions posted range from criticizing politicians to discussing football 

matches, citing top news, appraising movies, and recommending new products and 

services such as mobiles, restaurants, and software. This development has fueled a 

new field known as sentiment analysis and opinion mining with the goal of extracting 

people’s sentiment from text to assist customers in their purchase decisions and 

vendors in enhancing their reputation. This emerging field has attracted a large 

research interest, but most of the existing work focuses on English text. Hence, in this 

thesis, we studied sentiment analysis of Arabic text retrieved from a well-known 

social media site, namely Twitter. Specifically, we studied the topic of target-

dependent sentiment analysis of Arabic Twitter text, which has not been addressed in 

Arabic language before. We developed a system that will acquire Arabic text from 

Twitter and extract users’ opinions towards different topics and products. Key phases 

of the system are as follows. In the Data Acquisition phase, we collected tweets from 

Twitter related to specific topics. In the Tweet-Filtering phase, we reduced the noise 

in the collected tweets data to facilitate the Annotation phase, in which we annotated 

the collected tweets depending on the specified topic. In the Data Preprocessing 

phase, we added tags, normalized the words used in tweets, and removed spam 

tweets. In the Feature identification phase, we extracted stylistic, syntactic, and 

semantic features, and selected those yielding better results using features selection 

algorithms. In the Classification phase, the decision to annotate the tweets as negative, 

positive, or neutral towards a specific topic was made using a trained machine-

learning algorithm. Results from different feature sets, classifiers, and datasets are 

reported in terms of classification accuracy, Kappa statistic, and F-measure.  

Search Terms: Arabic Social Media, Machine Learning, Semantic Features, 

Sentiment Analysis, Stylistic Features, Syntactic Features, Text Preprocessing. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Our decision-making process is very often influenced by other people’s 

opinions.  Most of us seek our friends’, family members’ or co-workers’ 

recommendations before making important purchase decisions or before eating at a 

specific restaurant or watching a new movie. Sometimes we even base our decision 

solely on these opinions. This behavior is greatly facilitated by the current expansion 

of social media websites such as Twitter, Facebook and YouTube, which make other 

people’s opinions widely and easily available [1], [2]. 

Indeed according to several statistical studies conducted from 2007 to 2011: 

 Consumer reviews are significantly more trusted — nearly 12 times more — 

than descriptions that come from manufacturers, according to a survey of 

internet-using mothers in the United States, conducted by the online video 

review site, EXPO. (eMarketer, February 2010) [3].  

 Facebook, blogs, Twitter and customer reviews are considered the most 

effective tactics for mobilizing consumers to talk up products online. (Etailing 

survey of 117 companies, September 2009) [3].  

 97% who made a purchase based on an online review found the review to 

be accurate (Comscore/The Kelsey Group, Oct. 2007) [4].  

 93% of Yelp.com users say that visiting the website leads to a local purchase, 

and 80% of them visit Yelp before spending money. (Nielsen survey, June 

2013) [5].  

 In a study conducted by social networking site myYearbook, 81% of 

respondents said they had received advice from friends and followers relating 

to a product purchase through a social site; 74 % of those who received such 

advice found it to be influential in their decision. (Click Z, January 2010) [3].  

 76% of respondents on a consumer review survey said they would always 

compare prices online before buying a personal technology item. 70% would 

research different brands and models online, while 61% would read online 

reviews (Lightspeed research, March 2011) [6].  
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 73% of mothers trust online community recommendations, and 44% of them 

use social media for brand/product recommendations. (BabyCenter LLC, July 

2009) [3].  

 67% of shoppers spend more time online after recommendations from online 

community of friends. (Internet Retailer, September 2009) [3].  

 61% of people rely on user reviews for product information or research before 

a buying decision is made. (Razorfish, 2008) [3].  

 53% of people on Twitter recommend companies and/or products in their 

tweets, with 48% of them delivering on their intention to buy the product. 

(ROI Research for Performance, June 2010) [3].  

 34% have turned to social media to air their feelings about a company. 26% 

to express dissatisfaction, 23% to share companies or products they like. 

(Harris Poll, April 2010) [4].  

With more than 82 million user-generated posts in 2008 [7], there is clearly no 

lack of online customers’ reviews and opinions. The problem, however, is that the 

available information is confusing and/or overwhelming [1]. Moreover, this huge 

customers’ interest in product reviews and online opinions is matched with an even 

bigger attention from the manufacturers and vendors of these products. In fact, many 

businesses now have a dedicated team of people to read and analyze what customers 

say about their products and services in social media sites or review sites. Not 

stopping there, they often go one step further and track what customers say about their 

rivals’ products. One key issue is that the amount of social media data and reviews is 

too huge (there are over 230 million tweets published every day in Twitter to be 

monitored by humans [8]). These issues and problems have been the driving force 

behind an emerging field known as opinion mining, the objective of which is to 

interpret human sentiment and emotions into hard data [2], [9]-[12]. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

Sentiment analysis has attracted a huge research interest especially in recent 

years. Researchers analyzed sentiment in many domains: movie reviews, news 

articles, blogs, forums, product reviews, and more recently social media data. The 

number of ACM research papers about sentiment analysis increased considerably over 

the years, as can be seen in Figure 1. Despite this enthusiasm, sentiment analysis of 

Arabic text received modest research interest [13]-[15]. Interestingly, social media 
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sites experience ongoing popularity in the Arab world especially after the Civil 

Movement also known as the “Arab Spring” [16]. It was found that the primary 

language for communication on Facebook during the Civil Movement was the Arabic 

language [16]. This indicates that there is sufficient amount of Arabic text in social 

media. The problem that might have deterred researchers from tackling Arabic text 

sentiment analysis is the limited number of natural language processing resources 

available for Arabic language [13]. 

 
Figure 1: Number of ACM's sentiment analysis papers published between 2003 

and 2012 according to our own survey. 

Sentiment analysis on text is a very difficult task by itself [1], let alone 

extracting sentiment from a text as noisy as social media text. Doug Henschen, 

executive editor at InformationWeek magazine, gave seven examples to show why 

sentiment analysis on text is hard [17]. One of the examples is “False negatives” 

where words such as “crying” and “crap” generally suggest negativity, yet they imply 

positive sentiment when used in a sentence such as “I was crying with joy” or “Holy 

crap! This is great”. Another example is “Conditional sentiment,” such as “If someone 

doesn't call me back, I will never do business with them again.” These examples show 

why sentiment analysis of text is hard.  All seven examples are about semantic 

analysis, which is indeed the hardest task in language processing. The process gets 

even harder when dealing with social media text, which is unstructured, full of 

spelling mistakes, and has many peculiarities and conventions that make extracting 

sentiment from difficult. For instance, social media users commonly use emoticons 

such as “” (“smiley”) and hash-tags such as “#happy” to express their feelings. 

Moreover, social media text is usually short, abstract, and in many cases it is related 

to another text, such as a reply to or an elaboration of someone else’s post. For 
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example, the tweet “@hala768 yes, I watched it #happy” is ambiguous and abstract 

because it is actually a reply to the user “hala768” who tweeted “@Merai12 did you 

watch last night Arab Idol ?” Thus, a tool that extracts sentiment from a social 

media text must consider these peculiarities and conventions.   

The problem becomes harder when conducting sentiment analysis on Arabic 

social media text. First, Arabic language is a morphologically rich i.e., each word has 

many presentations. For example, the word “happy” in Arabic “سعيد” can be rewritten 

as “سعيد” (“he is happy”), “سعيدة” (“she is happy”), “سعيدان”(“they are happy” for two 

males), “سعيدتان”(“they are happy” for two females), “سعداء”(“they are happy” for 

more than two males or females) and so on. Thus, a sentiment analysis tool should 

either consider all these variations and their equivalent meaning or reduce them to a 

single root. Unfortunately, both solutions are complex and require natural language 

processing tools for the Arabic language, which are limited and underdeveloped. The 

second issue is the use of Arabic dialects in social media. Modern Standard Arabic 

(MSA) is the official language used in writing, education, literature and formal 

settings while the regional and social variety of Arabic (dialect) is used at all other 

times. The problem is that the existing natural language processing tools and 

resources are developed to deal with MSA only. 

In this thesis, we developed a sentiment analysis system that collects Arabic 

text from the social media site Twitter.com and extracts from the data sentiment 

polarity towards a specific topic. Twitter is a micro-blogging Internet platform that 

allows users to publish a 140-character text message called tweet to tell others what 

they are doing, what they are thinking, or simply what is happening around them.  

The proposed system consists of six main stages. In the first, Data Acquisition 

stage, tweets about five topics – namely “iPhone”, “Obama”, “Messi”, “Shia”, and 

“Arab Idol” – were collected. The second, Tweet-Filtering stage aims at simplifying 

the annotation stage by removing duplicate tweets, re-tweets (i.e., the process of 

reposting someone else’s tweet to share it with friends), etc. The third stage is the 

Annotation, where the tweets are annotated depending on the specified topic. For 

instance, the “Obama” tweets will be tagged with a word that describes the sentiment 

towards “Obama” expressed in those tweets. For example, “I love Obama” will be 

tagged with the word “positive” because it has positive emotion towards “Obama”. 

The fourth stage is Data Preprocessing where tags are added, words are normalized, 
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spam tweets are removed, etc. The fifth stage is Feature identification, where stylistic, 

syntactic, and semantic features are extracted, and the features that yield better results 

are selected using features selection algorithms. The sixth and the final stage is the 

Classification, where the decision to annotate the tweet as negative, positive or neutral 

towards a specific topic is made using a trained machine-learning algorithm. 

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, we present 

a literature review of sentiment analysis research in general and sentiment analysis 

research in Arabic language in particular.  Chapter 3 presents an overview of the 

proposed system. In Chapter 4, we describe the data acquisition and annotation phase, 

while in Chapter 5 we explain the data-preprocessing phase, and in Chapter 6 we 

introduce the feature identification phase. In Chapter 7, we describe the classifier 

training phase and in Chapter 8 we present the system deployment phase.  Finally, we 

conclude, summarize our findings, and suggest future work in Chapter 9. 
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2. Literature Review 

2.1 Basic Taxonomy 

Sentiment analysis has attracted an enormous research interest in recent years. 

In this literature review, we aim at examining the major research contributions to the 

field while focusing on the tasks needed, the classification features extracted, the 

techniques used, the input domain and the language considered. In Table 1, we 

present the basic taxonomy of this review, which follows that of Abbasi et al. [14] 

that best categorizes research efforts in this area with some modifications. 

Our additions to the above-mentioned taxonomy stemmed from new research 

developments in recent years and, in particular, the fact that sentiment analysis 

researchers have become extremely keen on applying sentiment analysis on social 

media data from websites such as: Twitter, Facebook and YouTube. After reviewing 

the research work in this area, we found new techniques such as context-aware 

sentiment analysis [18] and graph-based sentiment analysis [19]. Thus, in section 

2.4.20, we will investigate new sentiment analysis paradigms and our focus will be on 

methods used to extract sentiment from Twitter. We also changed some of the labels 

in the table for clarity. 

2.2 Sentiment Classification Tasks 

Sentiment analysis involves many tasks. Four of the important tasks are: data 

preprocessing, class labeling, annotation granularity, and sentiment source and target 

identification. The following sections provide a brief description of each task. 

2.2.1 Data preprocessing. 

This task is vital especially for the text collected from social media websites 

because it is unstructured and full of spelling mistakes and peculiarities. Some of the 

preprocessing tasks include: spellchecking [9], [11], [15], [18], and stop words 

removal. In natural language processing, stop words are words that do not carry 

meaning and are thus removed prior to classification. There is no predefined list of 

stop words, but most researchers remove function words (i.e., words that serve to 

express grammatical relationships with other words within a sentence) such as: 

 ”the”, ”at”, “which” and ”on” [20].  
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Table 1: A taxonomy of sentiment analysis classification 
 

Tasks  

Category Description 

Data 

Preprocessing 

Spellchecking, stemming, stop words removal, tokenization, co-reference 

resolution, morphological segmentation, Named Entity Recognition (NER), 

parsing, sentence boundary disambiguation, relationship extraction, and 

machine translation. 

Class Labeling Categorizing text instances as positive/negative sentiment or 

objective/subjective.  

Annotation 

Granularity 

Selecting one of three levels: document level, sentence level, or phrase level.  

Source/Target 

Identifying 

Whether source/target of sentiment is known or extracted. 

 

Features 
Category Examples 

Syntactic Word/POS tag, N-grams, phrase patterns, punctuation 

Semantic Polarity tags, appraisal groups, semantic orientation 

Stylistic  Lexical and structural measures of style 

Techniques 

Category Examples 

Machine 

Learning 

SVM, Naive Bayes, PART, J48, AdaBoost, etc.  

Link Analysis Context-aware, target-dependent and graph-based sentiment analysis 

Similarity Score Phrase pattern matching and frequency counts. 

Input Domain 

Category Description 

Reviews Product, movie, and music reviews 

Web Discourse Web forums and blogs 

News Articles Online news articles 

Social media 

websites 

Twitter messages (tweets), Facebook posts and comments, YouTube 

comments.  

 

In addition, some researchers perform stemming before classification [12], 

[13], [18]. Stemming is the process of reducing words to their original root (base 

form), such as for instance replacing the words “computer” and “computing” by their 

common root, “comput” [21]. Moreover, syntactic parsing is also carried out by some 

researchers [18]. Figure 2 shows an example of syntactic structure that is the output of 

the parsing process. It is usually performed prior to polarity classification (which 

means classifying text as positive or negative) because it characterizes the sentence 

structure, which is useful for sentiment analysis since several phrase patterns (such as 

“noun + adjective”) were found to express certain sentiment orientation [14]. For 
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example, in “The team is slack these days”, the word “team” is the subject and 

“slack” is an adjective which describes the subject “team”. They are put together to 

show that the state of the team is poor, and that the sentiment of this sentence is 

negative.  

Furthermore, acronyms also need preprocessing; for example Agarwal et al. 

[9] built an acronym dictionary collected from the web with English translations of 

over 5000 frequently used acronyms. Certain preprocessing routines are performed on 

Twitter data such as removing re-tweet [11], [18].  Besides, emoticons on Twitter 

need special treatment; some researchers remove them [11], while others replace all 

the emoticons with their equivalent sentiment polarity (for instance they replace ““ 

with “happy”, ““ with “sad”, etc.) [9].  

2.2.2 Class labeling. 

In sentiment analysis, we first have the two-class classification problem, 

which categorizes text as subjective or objective. Subjective text represents the 

author’s opinion (e.g., “the iPhone 5S is the best”) whereas objective text states plain 

facts (e.g., “the iPhone 5S has 2 cameras”). In sentiment analysis, this task is usually 

carried out first, because it was proven that performing it prior to polarity 

classification (i.e., classifying text as positive, for instance “I love Nokia” vs. 

negative, such as “I hate Nokia”) improves the latter [1]. In other words, if a text is 

identified as subjective then we can perform polarity classification to determine 

whether this subjective text is carrying positive sentiment or negative sentiment. The 

 

Figure 2: Syntactic parsing of the sentence “Boeing is located in Seattle” where NP: 

Noun Phrase, VP: Verb Phrase, N: Noun, V: Verb, P: Preposition [22] 
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polarity classification can be categorized either using binary classification as 

positive/negative [9], [11], [15], [18], or using multi-class classification by 

predicating the degree of positivity or negativity of the text [13], [23].  

2.2.3 Annotation granularity. 

Sentiment polarity classification can be conducted at the document-, sentence- 

or phrase- levels (where a phrase is part of a sentence).  

Document-level polarity categorization tries to classify sentiment overall in 

long text documents such as movie reviews [24], [25], news articles [26], [27], Web 

forum postings [14], [15], and blogs [15], [27]. Sentence-level polarity categorization 

attempts to classify positive and negative sentiment for each individual sentence [13], 

[15]. There has also been work on phrase-level classification with the purpose of 

seizing multiple sentiments that may exist within a single sentence [28]. For example, 

in the sentence “African observers generally approved his victory while Western 

governments denounced it”, the first phrase has positive sentiment, which is 

expressed with the word “approved”, while the second sentence has negative 

meaning, as stated by the word “denounced” [28]. We cannot really say that 

document level is better than sentence level or the contrary, as it all depends on the 

context and the input domain. In Twitter, one is forced to deal with sentences or 

phrases, whereas in the newspaper domain one is forced to deal with long documents, 

in order to detect their sentiment.  

2.2.4  Source and target identification. 

Knowing the source and the target of a sentiment is considered as one of the 

challenges of sentiment analysis by Pang and Lee, as illustrated by the following 

complex example: 

You say I must familiarize my mind with the fact that “Miss Austen is not a 

poetess, has no ‘sentiment’ “(you scornfully enclose the word in inverted 

commas), “has no eloquence, none of the ravishing enthusiasm of poetry”; 

and then you add, I must “learn to acknowledge her as one of the greatest 

artists, of the greatest painters of human character, and one of the writers 

with the nicest sense of means to an end that ever lived” [1]  

 

 In the above sentence, the author expresses no feeling, but merely describes 

the opinion of another person (“You”, which refers to George Lewes in this particular 

letter). Hence, identifying the source of the opinion would be a difficult task even if 
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we performed Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging, which is the process of labeling words 

in the text according to the particular POS relaying its context (e.g. the word’s 

relationship with adjacent and related words in a phrase, sentence, or paragraph) [29]. 

For instance, in the sentence “He/subject likes/verb school/object”, we attached three 

POS tags to identify each word’s role. We can also add POS tags to clarify a word’s 

category, such as Noun, Verb, etc. However, POS tagging doesn’t help much in 

solving the problem of source and target identification because sometimes the author 

is only stating the opinion of others (similar to the above example).  

Tellez et al. [30] looked into whether a tweet refers to a given company or not. 

Their main focus was identifying the tweet target and, as they say, it is not as simple 

as looking for a set of keywords in the tweet. They first split 20 companies’ names 

into 2 groups. The first group includes 10 ambiguous companies’ names (words that 

can be used in various contexts) such as “Border”, “Opera”, “Apple”, “Blackberry” 

and “Delta”. The second group consists of companies with unique names that we 

cannot find in the dictionary or have limited use context such as “Armani”, 

“Barclays”, and “Cadillac”. Next, the authors carried out two processes. First, they 

performed Self-Term Expansion Methodology [31], which consists of two processes: 

Term Enriching Technique (i.e., substituting terms with a set of co-related terms) and 

Term Selection Technique (i.e., the process of identifying the best and more relevant 

features to improve clustering performance).  Next, they used the K-means clustering 

method [32] to cluster the tweets. Clustering is the task of grouping a set of objects in 

such a way that objects in the same group (called cluster) are more similar (in some 

sense or another) to each other than to those in other groups (clusters). Thus, if the 

tweet is about “Apple”, the company not the fruit, then the tweet will be added to the 

company cluster. The authors found that Term Enriching Technique indeed improved 

clustering performance and the best accuracy they reached was 74%, as opposed to 

62% for the baseline (were K-means clustering is performed without any enriching 

procedure). Unexpectedly, they found no significant difference between clustering the 

first group (ambiguous companies’ names) and clustering the second group (unique 

companies’ names). The work by Tellez et al. [30] can be used prior to the annotation 

task. Thus, if a company or a product such as “Blackberry” has ambiguous name, 

their work will help collect relevant tweets only. 
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Jiang et al. [18] were the first researchers to study target-dependent sentiment 

analysis on tweets. Target-dependent sentiment analysis is the process of classifying 

text as positive, negative, or neutral depending on a specific object or topic that 

appears in the sentence. Consider the example: “A Nokia application developer said 

that Samsung mobiles are easier to program and have an attractive user interface 

while Apple mobiles are harder to program and their user interface is not attractive at 

all”. In this sentence, if our target is “Nokia”, then the sentence will be classified as 

neutral, while if the target is “Samsung” this sentence will be classified as positive. 

Finally, if the target is “Apple,” the sentence will be classified as negative.  To 

perform target-dependent sentiment analysis on tweets, Jiang et al. [18] collected 

tweets about 5 popular topics “Obama”, “Google”, “iPad”, “Lakers”, and “Lady 

Gaga”. Then, they extracted two sets of features, target-independent features and 

target-dependent features. The target-independent features consists of two groups 

consisting of content features such as punctuation, emoticons, and hash-tags, for the 

first group, and sentiment lexicon features such as number of positive or negative 

words, for the second group. To extract the target-dependent features, they used a co-

reference resolution tool which replaces the definite or demonstrative noun phrases or 

pronouns people commonly use to refer to the target in a tweet with the target itself. 

For example, the tweet “Galaxy s4 is wonderful, it has beautiful apps.” will become 

using co-reference resolution “Galaxy s4 is wonderful. Galaxy s4 has beautiful apps.” 

Then, the authors extracted 8 target-dependent features. For instance, for the target 

“iPhone” in the sentence “I love iPhone”, the target-dependent semantic feature 

“love_target” was extracted, to show that the user loves the “iPhone”. Another 

feature, that can also be explained better using an example from their paper [18], is 

the following. In the tweet “John did that. Great!” the word “Great” appears alone as a 

sentence, so a “great_target” is generated for the target “John”. This is another 

semantic feature that shows that the user loves John. The features generated are 

classification features that will be used as an input to the ML algorithm. To test the 

system performance, they used 10-fold cross-validation. The results showed that their 

classifier using only the content features achieved an accuracy of 61.1%. Adding 

sentiment lexicon features improved the accuracy to 63.8%. Finally, the best 

performance of 68.2% is achieved by combining target-dependent features, content 

features and sentiment lexicon features. 
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2.3 Sentiment Classification Features  

In sentiment analysis, a feature is the specification of a trait and its value [33]. 

For example, the presence of an emoticon is an attribute of a tweet’s text. 

Specifically, an emoticon such as “” is a semantic feature.  Features extraction is 

one of the most important phases in sentiment analysis because the classification of 

tweets at the end depends on the features used. The input to this phase is the tweets’ 

text. Then, programmatically predefined features (defined by the researcher) are 

deduced and output. In the following subsections, a brief description of syntactic, 

semantic, and stylistic features is provided. 

2.3.1 Syntactic features. 

Syntactic features, such as N-gram, POS, and punctuation, are the most used 

features in sentiment analysis [14]. An N-gram is a continuous sequence of N items 

from a given text or speech. Those items can be phonemes, syllables, letters, or 

words. A 1-item sequence is called “unigram”, a 2- and 3-item sequence are termed 

“bigram” and “trigram”, respectively [34]. In sentiment analysis, word N-grams are 

used extensively [9], [11], [13], [35]. Some researchers use bigrams only [9], others 

use bigrams and unigrams [11]. There remains an argument as for whether high-order 

N-grams are better for sentiment classification, or not. For example, Dave et al. [36] 

stated that bigrams and trigrams yield better polarity classification but Pang et al. [24] 

reported that unigram outperform bigrams. Also, Part-of-Speech is another popular 

syntactic feature [11], [18]. It is employed because certain parts of the speech, such as 

adjectives are important for sentiment classification, while others such as prepositions 

are not [1]. Moreover, punctuation (e.g. “!”, “:”, “?”) occurrence or frequency is also 

used as a syntactic feature [9], [14], [18], [37], [35]. It was reported that exclamation 

marks and other punctuation could be strong indicators of emotion and sentiment 

[38]. For instance, in the tweet “Samsung Galaxy S4 cost 2600 AED????!!”  The 

author of the tweet did not use any words to express his disagreement and resentment; 

he only used many question marks to express his negative sentiment.  

2.3.2 Semantic features. 

Semantic features are used to annotate data to express the presence or absence 

of semantic properties (properties related to meaning and context). For example 

Figure 3 shows an example where the semantic features are inserted (between 
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brackets) next to the word. Two of the important semantic features used in sentiment 

analysis are context and domain related features [13], [18]. For instance, the sentence 

“go read the book” most likely indicates positive sentiment for book reviews, but 

negative sentiment for movie reviews [1].  

 

 

 

Figure 3: Semantic features 

 

Moreover, we found that some of the semantic features appear more 

frequently on Twitter data, such as the use of emoticons [18], [35] while others appear 

exclusively on Twitter, such as the use of hash-tags[18], [35], [35]. Even though two 

tweets may use the same sentence, for instance “I’m speechless #sad” vs. “I’m 

speechless #sohappy”, the sentiment expressed in each is exactly the opposite, and we 

only know it from the use of the hash-tag. Furthermore, the use of polarity lexicon is 

also a very popular semantic feature [2], [13], [15]. The polarity lexicon is created by 

labeling a set of vocabularies as positive, negative or neutral; this labeling can be 

done completely manual by human annotation [13] or using a similarity graph [15]. 

The similarity graph method usually starts with a small number of manually labeled 

vocabularies and, by counting the lexical co-occurrence of words in a large corpus, 

every two words will be connected with an edge in the graph if they have the same 

sentiment polarity. The score on the edge indicate how similar they are.  

Negation is also considered an important semantic feature in many research 

works [11], [15]. Elhawary and Elfeky found around 20 negation words that always 

precede the negated text [15]. Whenever negation words are found, the authors 

reverse text polarity from negative to positive or vice versa. However, reversing the 

text polarity might yield the wrong result. For example, the statement “this is not a 

bad idea” does not necessarily imply that one likes the idea or has a positive sentiment 

towards it, as it may reflect only a neutral opinion towards the idea.  

2.3.3  Stylistic features. 

There are many stylistic text features such as frequency of letters, number of 

characters per word, frequency of function words (e.g., “of”, “for”, “to”), inclusion of 

URL or re-tweet, frequency of digits and frequency of special characters. Research 

Man is [+HUMAN], [+MALE], [+ADULT] 

Woman is [+HUMAN], [-MALE], [+ADULT] 

Boy is [+HUMAN], [+MALE], [-ADULT] 

Girl is [+HUMAN], [-MALE], [-ADULT] 
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effort on sentiment analysis focused more on both syntactic and semantic features 

while stylistic features have received modest research interest [14]. Term frequencies 

have traditionally been important in standard Information Retrieval (IR) methods [1] 

but in contrast, Pang et al.  [24] obtained better performance using presence of 

features rather than frequency of features. Although some research in sentiment 

analysis still uses frequency [15], the majority relies on presence [11], [13].  

Ahmed et al.  [6] used a wide-range of stylistic features in their sentiment 

analysis algorithm. In their experiment, they used only syntactic and stylistic features. 

Using syntactic features alone yielded 87% accuracy while using stylistic features 

alone yielded 71.4% accuracy.  The best classification accuracy of 90.8% was 

achieved by using both syntactic and stylistic features.  

2.4 Sentiment Classification Techniques 

Three main approaches are used in sentiment classification studies: machine 

learning techniques, link analysis algorithm, and score-based methods. These 

techniques can work in conjunction with each other to improve sentiment 

classification, or they can be used independently. The input to these methods is a 

document, sentence, or phrase, and the output specifies whether the input text carries 

a positive, negative, or neutral sentiment. Classification algorithms use a feature 

vector to build a model of the input text from which to derive which sentiment class it 

belongs to.  

2.4.1 Machine learning. 

The most widespread classification algorithm is the Support Vector Machine 

(SVM) classifier [9], [11], [13], [18], [24], [39]. SVM is a supervised machine 

learning method, which means that it must be provided with labeled data to be used as 

training samples. In the case of sentiment analysis, a set of training samples consists 

of pairs of input text and its output sentiment class. The SVM algorithm builds a 

model based on the training samples and subsequently assigns any new input into one 

category or the other [40].  Other methods used for classification include Naive Bayes 

[11], [24], Maximum Entropy [11], [24], kNN-like strategy [35], [37], and the 

AdaBoost classifier [15]. 
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2.4.2 Link analysis. 

A link is a relation connecting two or more objects in a social media website, 

where the objects can be tweets, individuals, or groups of people. For example, two 

tweets may be connected by a “re-tweet” relation or a “reply” relation. Two 

individuals may be connected by “Friend” relation or “Follow” relation.  In this 

method, link information is incorporated to classify sentiment. One usually starts by 

constructing a relational graph by labeling a small number of nodes in the graph, and 

then propagates through the graph to label the remaining nodes, using algorithms such 

as relaxation labeling (RL) [18], [39], Loopy belief propagation (LBP) [39] and 

Iterative classification algorithms (ICA) [39]. The method becomes very popular with 

social media sources such as Twitter because information about the source of tweets 

and his/her/its network is available. 

Link Analysis can be used as a standalone sentiment classification technique 

[20] or it can be used to optimize performance. In the latter case, a machine learning 

technique such as SVM will be the base method for sentiment analysis and the link 

analysis method will be a complementary method [18]. 

Wang et al. [39] used link analysis method as a standalone sentiment 

classification technique. The authors proposed finding sentiment about a specific 

topic by constructing a hash-tag graph and find the co-occurrence relationship among 

those hash-tags. In their Twitter dataset, they observed that for any two co-occurring 

hash-tags, the probability to share the same sentiment polarity is over 80%. On the 

other hand, Jiang et al.  [18] used link analysis method to complement their base SVM 

sentiment classification technique. They constructed a graph based on three kinds of 

relations: tweets published by the same person, re-tweets, and reply relations. They 

found that the graph based sentiment optimization improved the performance by over 

2 points, from 66% to 68.3%. Thus, we can see that including the link information can 

improve sentiment classification. 

2.4.3 Score-based methods. 

A score-based method is usually used in combination with semantic features. 

This method generally classifies sentiment based on the frequency of positive or 

negative keywords [12], [15] using a language lexicon [13], [15], [18], [39], which 

includes positive, negative and neutral adjectives. For example, Joshi et al.  [10] used 

score-based technique to build their sentiment analysis system. They used the 
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intuition that a positive tweet has positive words outnumbering other words, a 

negative tweet has negative words outnumbering other words, and an objective tweet 

has objective words outnumbering other words. They did not report the accuracy of 

their system, but stated eleven categories in which their system gave erroneous 

results. One of the categories is “Lack of Context” and as an example for this category 

they used the tweet “I’ll have to say it’s a tie between Little Women or To kill a 

Mockingbird”, which their system labeled as negative when in fact it is neutral 

(because “Little Women” and “To kill a Mockingbird” are book titles).  

2.5 Sentiment Classification Input Domain 

The procedure of sentiment analysis always starts by collecting data either 

from a commercial website such as Amazon or from a social media website such as 

Twitter, or by leveraging pre-existing resources such as publicly available sentiment 

analysis datasets. We can classify sentiment analysis studies based on the input 

domain as follows: Reviews, Web Discourse, News Articles, and Social Media 

websites. 

2.5.1 Reviews. 

In sentiment analysis, many studies focused on reviews because of their 

availability and richness with sentiment. Movie reviews in particular were among the 

most studied [24], [25]. Amazon product reviews or professional review sites such as 

www.dpreview.com, www.imdb.com and www.cent.com are excellent data sources 

for sentiment analysis researchers [25]. Review text is usually moderate in length 

(about 50 words) and people tend to use formal language in review writing. 

2.5.2 Web discourse. 

In addition, researchers have used Web forum postings [14], [15] and blogs 

[15], [27] as a source for their sentiment analysis research. One problem with this 

source is that the language used is less formal and contains slang words; another is 

that the text used in forum and blogs tend to be long. The average length of US forum 

messages is 854 characters while the average length of Middle Eastern forum message 

is 1126 characters [14]. While this might be a valuable trait in the training phase 

because of the abundance of data, it is problematic for the classification phase. The 

longer the text, the more sentences it will contain, and the higher the probability will 

be that those sentences hold opposite sentiment, which will affect the overall 
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document classification accuracy [1]. For training purpose, the more data the better; 

however, in sentiment analysis it means more tweets (for any given topic). But those 

tweets should not have many characters because the longer the tweets the more likely 

that they will have confusing content, which could be detrimental to both training and 

classification. 

2.5.3 News articles. 

In addition, news articles and more especially financial news article are a 

popular source for sentiment analysis [26], [27]. News articles texts are usually 

structured and formal. Also, one issue that might be faced during text extraction from 

this domain is the use of graphics in news articles as sometimes those graphs and 

figures may include information that is not found in the text of the article. Thus, using 

the existing methods, such information will be ignored. 

2.5.4 Social media websites. 

The data collected from social media websites such as Twitter can be very 

large (e.g. 475 million tweets collected between May 2009 to Jan 2010 [35]). After 

collecting social media data, researchers manually label the data [9], [11], [13], [15] 

[18], [35], [39]. This task is typically performed by several human annotators, either 

selected by the research team [13], [18], [35] or using Amazon's Mechanical Turk 

[35], [37], crowdsourcing Internet marketplace that leverages on human intelligence 

to perform tasks that computers cannot do yet [41]. As mentioned in section 2.7, the 

problem with social media data is that it is extremely noisy and that people usually 

use slang and abbreviations. In addition, social media’s text is usually very short; 

Twitter for example allows 140 characters only.  

2.6 Arabic Language Sentiment Classification 

Sentiment analysis has attracted much research interest in the last decade, 

mostly in the English language. Researchers have analyzed sentiments in a variety of 

domains: movie reviews, news articles, blogs, forums, product reviews, and more 

recently social media data [42]. In the last few years, Arabic language sentiment 

analysis has started to attract some research interest as well [13], [15].  

In this section, we describe the methods and approaches used by some 

researchers to extract opinions and sentiment from text written in Arabic language, 
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showing how this task could be similar or different from extracting sentiment from 

English text, , and why.   

In classifying research efforts in the domain of Arabic language sentiment 

analysis, we followed the same taxonomy as Abbasi et al.  [14], shown in Table 1. 

Similar to the English language, sentiment analysis in the Arabic language 

consists mainly of three tasks: the class labeling task that was explained in section 

2.2.2, annotation granularity explained in section 2.2.3, and source and target 

identification explained in section 2.2.4. In Arabic sentiment analysis, some 

researchers performed polarity classification alone, using only two classes i.e., 

positive and negative [43], [44]. Others performed the classification in one step as 

described in section 2.2.2 [15], or performed subjectivity classification alone [45]. 

The majority, however, used the two-stage classification approach, which is 

subjectivity followed by polarity classification [13], [27], [46]. 

Sentence level categorization is also very popular among Arabic sentiment 

analysis researchers [44] - [46], perhaps for two reasons: First is the emergence of 

social media text, which is usually short out of convenience, or even by requirement 

(e.g., tweet). Second, sentence level sentiment analysis may be seen as a subtask of 

document level sentiment analysis and thus any improvement of the subtask will 

result in an improvement of the main task. Finally, the source and target identification 

task is concerned with identifying the source of the sentiment. For example, in the 

sentence “I hate iPhone”, the source of the sentiment is the speaker, while in the 

sentence “My brother hates it”, the source is another person (who is quoted). In both 

cases, the target of the sentiment is the “iPhone”.  To the best of our knowledge, 

target identification was not studied in Arabic sentiment analysis research yet it was 

studied in English [18]. 

In an effort to replicate work done on the English language, various feature 

types have been used for classification purposes in Arabic sentiment analysis.  Amira 

and Rafea used syntactic features, where unigrams and bigrams occurred more than 5 

times in the dataset [44]. Also, Abdul-Mageed et al. [45] used syntactic features 

which are tokens with POS tags. They also used semantic features such as the 

presence of either positive or negative adjectives. Al-Subaihin et al. [43] used 

syntactic and semantic features, which are phrase patterns based on polarity tags such 

as “noun+PosAdj” (a noun followed by a positive adjective). Bautin et al.  [27] used 
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only semantic features, such as the frequency of positive and negative words. Abbasi 

et al.  [13] used both syntactic features such as word N-grams, punctuation, word 

roots, and stylistic features such as frequency of digits, presence of URL’s, or the 

frequency of function words.   

In general, the techniques used for sentiment classification in Arabic are the 

same three categories as for English: machine learning, link analysis, and score-based 

approaches. Similar to English language, machine-learning techniques are the most 

popular in Arabic language, with SVM and NB being the most frequently used. Amira 

et al. [44] and Mageed et al. [45] both used SVM and NB, while the latter used 

Instance-Based Learning (IBL) as well. The similarity score method was used by Al-

Subaihin et al [43] where they exploited phrase pattern matching with majority vote 

and also by Bautin et al [27] where they utilized the occurrence frequency of positive 

and negative words with majority vote. Also, Abdul-Mageed et al. [46] and Abdul-

Mageed et al. [13] both used SVM alone. Link analysis technique has not been 

studied in Arabic sentiment analysis before. This method becomes very popular with 

social media sources such as Twitter because information about the source of tweets 

and his network is available. In this approach, we usually start by constructing a 

relational graph and label a small number of nodes in the graph, after which we 

propagate through the graph to label the remaining nodes, using algorithms such as 

relaxation labeling (RL) [39]. 

In Arabic sentiment analysis, various input domains have been used, including 

the social media website Twitter [44], [46], Penn Arabic Treebank [13], [45], [47], 

blogs and news [27], as well as restaurants customer reviews [43], product reviews 

[15], and forum posts [14]. Interestingly, Facebook.com, a notable social media 

website, has received no attention from the Arabic sentiment analysis community.  

2.7 Challenges and Issues 

As stated earlier, customers’ opinions are available all over the internet in 

blogs, forums and social media websites, but the challenge for us as researchers is to 

aggregate this information and present it in a clear and useful manner to people who 

will use it. One way of doing so is by extracting sentiment towards a specific product 

or brand. More specifically, we need to extract sentiment from text produced from 

social media websites such as Twitter. Sentiment analysis on text is a very difficult 

task by itself let alone extracting it from a text as noisy as “tweet”. In this section, we 
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look at the difficulties faced when conducting sentiment analysis on Arabic social 

media data and some proposed solutions by researchers. 

2.7.1 Difficulties inherent to sentiment analysis. 

The following difficulties apply for both Arabic and English languages 

because they are inherited from the sentiment analysis task itself. Pang and Lee have 

listed four main reasons that explain why sentiment analysis on text is difficult [1]: 

First, if we assume that polarity of opinions can generally be identified by a set of 

keywords, coming up with the right set of keywords might be more difficult than one 

might initially believe. For example, the word “quickly” in the sentence “I can 

download apps very quickly using iPhone” has a positive meaning, whereas the same 

word in the sentence “iPhone battery runs out very quickly” has a negative meaning. 

Second, recognizing opinion holders from text is a challenging task. For example, in 

the sentence “Android mobiles are the best handset in the world!!! I totally disagree.” 

it would be very hard for machines to recognize that the stated opinion belongs to 

another person and not to the author of the sentence. The real source of the problem 

may be that in tweets we cannot rely on people writing correct English/Arabic (e.g., 

using quotes properly as they should). If they did, the syntax should help parse the 

semantics; but in tweets the syntax is often faulty. Third, sentiment and subjectivity 

are quite context-sensitive. Considering the example of section 2.3.2, the same 

sentence, “Go read the book,” gives two opposite sentiments depending on the context 

it was used in. Fourth, the well-known dependence of semantics on word order makes 

sentiment analysis on text more difficult. For instance, “iOS is better than Android” 

conveys the exact opposite opinion from “Android is better than iOS”. 

Elhawary and Elfeky provided a suitable solution to the first problem, by 

creating an Arabic lexicon based on a similarity graph [15]. The constructed similarity 

graph clusters all the words/phrases in a certain language, whereby two words/phrases 

are connected in the graph if they are similar. The graph can be built from the lexical 

co-occurrences of words/phrases in a large web corpus. The authors manually 

annotated 600 positive words, 900 negative words, and 100 neutral words, and used 

them as a seed for Arabic similarity by applying label propagation to score any un-

annotated words/phrase in the graph. For instance, a node with many positive 

neighbors will become positive, while one with balanced positive and negative 

neighbors will become neutral, and so on. The constructed lexicon consisted of 
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words/phrases in one column and the score that represent the word/phrase polarity 

magnitude in the second column. 

The second problem of recognizing opinion holders, has gained less attention 

from opinion mining researchers in general. In Arabic, there appears to be only one 

research paper that addressed this issue, in which Elarnaoty et al.  [47] explored three 

different approaches to solve the Arabic opinion holder extraction problem: semi-

supervised traditional pattern based classification, supervised machine learning 

sequential labeling, and a hybrid of the two methods. 

Unfortunately, the third and the fourth problems have not been addressed in 

Arabic language research. The fourth problem was not explored mainly due to the 

lack of reliable Arabic NLP resources such as a reliable syntactic parser. 

2.7.2 Difficulties related to the Arabic language. 

Firstly, the Arabic language is a morphologically rich language (MRL) where 

a significant amount of information concerning syntactic units and relations is 

expressed at the word level [46]. A Subjectivity and Sentiment Analysis (SSA) 

system developed for the English language depends on lexical features (words) 

because English has little morphological variation. However, directly applying lexical 

features for Arabic SSA systems will result in data sparseness, because in Arabic one 

lemma can have thousands of surface forms [46]. For example, in English the verb 

(“love”) has four different forms (“love”, “loves”, “loved”, “loving”) but in Arabic 

the same verb (“أحب”) has many forms (“أحب”  [“I love”], “تحب” [“she loves”], “يحب” 

[“he loves”], “تحبان” [“ you (two females) love”], “يحبان” [“they (two males) love”], 

  ”يحبوا“ ,[you(group more than two people) love] ”تحبون“ ,[”you(female) love“] ”تحبين“

[they (group more than two males) love], “يحببن”  [they (a group more than two 

female) love], “أحببت”  [I loved], “أحببنا”  [we loved],  … (. Thus, if in English we used 

the three forms of the verb as individual features, there would be a high chance that 

each occurs a sufficient number of times in the dataset, whereas for Arabic the 

likelihood would be much smaller. Secondly, the unavailability of labeled datasets, 

corpora and polarity lexica is one of the serious issues faced when building systems 

for MRL languages such as Arabic [13], [47].  

To handle the first issue i.e., data sparseness resulting from using lexical 

features (words) for Arabic sentiment analysis, Abdul-Mageed et al.  [46] suggested 

reducing words to base combat form. To do this, they used an Arabic morphological 
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analyzer suite for the processing of MSA. They experimented two different 

configurations to extract base forms from words and to compensate for the 

unavoidable loss of information, using two types of POS tags. However, as stated in 

the paper, adding the POS tags did not have any positive effect on the results.  

Arabic datasets, corpora and lexicons available for Arabic language sentiment 

analysis are rare. Elarnaoty et al.  [48] have publically released an annotated Arabic 

corpus for opinion holder and an Arabic subjectivity lexicon resource for Arabic NLP 

researchers. Abdul-Mageed and Diab  [47] released AWATIF which is a multi-genre, 

multi-dialect corpus for Arabic SSA. Detailed information about available Arabic 

SSA corpora and lexicons has been compiled by Korayem et al. [49].  

2.7.3 Difficulties pertaining to social media text. 

The difficulties of applying sentiment analysis specifically to social media 

data arise for the following reasons: first, the language used in social media services is 

highly unstructured and full of misspellings, slang words, contractions and 

abbreviations, for example: “@user1 lol it was soooo cooool” [10], [19]. Second, the 

content of text messages such as tweet includes language conventions and other 

peculiarities [2]: 

 The string “RT” is an acronym for a “re-tweet”, which is put in front of a 

tweet to indicate that the user is repeating or reposting someone else’s tweet.  

 The hash-tag “#” is used to mark, organize and filter tweets according to 

topics or categories. People use the hash-tag symbol before relevant keywords 

in their tweets to help categorize and find them more easily in Twitter Search. 

For example, “I love #Obama”.  

 The string format “@username1” indicates that a message is a reply to a user 

whose user name is “username1”, or mentions him/her in the tweet. 

 Emoticons (e.g., the smiley “:-)” denoting a humorous comment, among 

many) and colloquial expressions (e.g., “lovvve”, where the repeated letter 

serves as emphasis) are frequently used in tweets. 

 External Web links (e.g., “http://amze.ly/8K4n0t”) are commonly found in 

tweets to provide a reference to some external sources, in a concise way. As 

the link text itself does not help sentiment extraction, researchers usually 

remove it [33] or replace it with a tag “||LINK||” [37].  
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Third, the data is produced continuously by a large and uncontrolled number 

of users [19], [50]. Fourth, texts produced by social media websites tend to be very 

short. While it is required by Twitter (max of 140 characters), such practice is 

becoming a trend in other channels as well [50]. Fifth, phrases and words that are 

used by web users to express sentiments are highly subject to usage trends. These 

trends give different meanings to Arabic evaluative phrases over time thus making the 

task of creating a timeless tool a very difficult task [43]. For example, in an Arabic 

TV show called “Arabs Got Talent” one of the judges constantly used the phrase “ ,فلة

منورة شمعة ” (“Jasmine, illuminating candle”) whenever he liked the candidate very 

much. During the airing of the show and for a few months after airing it, the phrase 

went viral in the social media sites such as Facebook and Twitter, where people 

started to use it as a substitute for the word “great” or “amazing”. 

 Moreover, whenever we try to deal with Arabic content found on social media 

websites, we face the problem of “diglossia”. Diglossia is defined in sociolinguistics 

as the phenomenon of using linguistic standards in formal media that differs from the 

ones used in every day-spoken language. For instance, social media sites which are 

likely to contain opinionated and evaluative content are mostly produced by text 

written in the informal colloquial variations of Arabic (i.e., dialects) which have no 

structure and are very difficult to standardize [43]. 

In addition, youths in the Arab world use Arabizi to communicate through 

social media sites. Arabizi is a character encoding of Arabic into the Roman alphabet 

and the Arabic numerals [51]. For example, instead of writing “ معةالجا ” (the 

university), they usually write “el gam3a”. 

2.8 Discussion and Direction 

Based on our review of previous literature and conclusions, we have identified 

important research gaps. Firstly, there is a large amount of sentiment analysis work on 

social media data, but most of the studies have focused on sentiment classification of 

the English language, with only two studies on sentiment mining of Arabic social 

media data. Secondly, target-dependent sentiment classification has not been studied 

in Arabic language before. Third, most of the available studies on Arabic sentiment 

analysis base their experiments on conclusions drawn from studies that conducted 

sentiment analysis on English text. For instance, the two-stage classification 
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(subjectivity followed by polarity) was used on Arabic texts because it was shown to 

perform better on the English text. 

Thus, we addressed the above issues by developing a system for target-

dependent sentiment analysis on Arabic text collected from Twitter. The approach is 

target-dependent because we annotated the tweets depending on a number of specific 

topics or targets (as elaborated in Section 2.2.4). We conducted multiple comparative 

experiments between different algorithms and features, analyzed the results, and kept 

improving the system accordingly, as elaborated in the following chapters. 
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3. System Description 

In this chapter, we will explain the general architecture of our system, namely 

the two processes we performed to build the system: the Arabic Subjectivity and 

Sentiment Analysis (ASSA) Model Generation process and the ASSA System 

Deployment process.  

The development of our Arabic Subjectivity and Sentiment Analysis (ASSA) 

system consisted of two phases, depicted in Figure 4. In the first phase, we built a 

model to identify subjective text and to perform polarity classification. In the second 

phase, we employed the developed model to classify new text instances.  

 

Figure 4:ASSA system development processes 

 

3.1  ASSA Model Generation 

Generating a model for sentiment analysis is usually a lengthy pipelined 

process. It consists of the six phases presented in Figure 5.The first phase is typically 

Data Acquisition, followed by Tweet-Filtering phase, then Data Annotation phase, 

Data-Preprocessing phase, Feature Identification phase, and finally Classification 

Phase.  

 

 

Figure 5:ASSA model generation process 
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Figure 5 shows the steps of the process we followed to generate our ASSA 

system model.  All the steps are described below in details. 

3.1.1 Data acquisition phase. 

In the data acquisition phase, we acquired data from Twitter to train our ASSA 

system, namely 53496 of Arabic tweets regarding 4 different topics: “Obama”, 

“Messi”, “iPhone” and “Shia”. The detail of the data acquisition process is presented 

in section 4.1.  

3.1.2 Tweet-filtering phase. 

After collecting the data from Twitter, we found that the collected tweets have 

many problems that will affect the annotation process accuracy. For instance, we 

found many repeated tweets. Removing those tweets will improve the annotation 

process and thus the classification accuracy. The details of this phase are presented in 

section 4.2. 

3.1.3 Annotation phase. 

After making sure we had unique tweets, we asked two native Arabic speakers 

to annotate the data i.e., to label each tweet as positive, negative, or neutral towards a 

specific target. We annotated 1000 tweets for each topic (a time-consuming process). 

Then, to test our ASSA system, we annotated 3034 tweets about “Arab Idol” a famous 

Arabic music show. For instance, the following tweet, “I love iPhone and I hate 

Nokia”, will be annotated as positive if the target is “iPhone”. In this phase, we were 

faced with many questions: how many labels should we use? How many annotators 

should we hire? What is the best way to annotate the data? The detail of the 

annotation process is presented in section 4.3. 

3.1.4 Data preprocessing phase. 

As mentioned in section 2.7.3, tweets include many language conventions and 

other peculiarities. Thus, we needed to preprocess the tweets before extracting 

features from them, including steps such as: normalization, spam detection, tagging, 

stemming, POS tagging, etc. The details of the data preprocessing are presented in 

Chapter 5. 

3.1.5 Feature identification phase. 

Feature Identification consists of two steps: features extraction and features 

selection. In the features extraction step, we identified different types of features: 
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lexical, semantic and stylistic, and we examined their effectiveness on the 

classification accuracy. In the features selection step, we only retained the features 

that improved the classification accuracy significantly and we tested the significance 

statistically using paired sample t-test. In other words, this step is where training is 

performed and the model is built, consisting of the final feature set. The details of this 

phase are presented in Chapter 6. 

3.1.6 Classification phase. 

 In this phase, we examined a three-way classification which entails 

classifying tweet as positive, negative or neutral. Whereas the two-phase classification 

method meant classifying the text as subjective vs. objective; while in the second 

phase, we further classify the subjective text as either positive or negative. We found 

that the two-phase classification yield to better results and thus we used it in the 

deployed system. The details of the classification phase are presented in Chapter 7. 

3.2 ASSA System Deployment 

  ASSA System deployment is also a sequential process that consists of four 

phases. The first phase is data acquisition, followed by data-preprocessing phase, and 

then feature identification phase, and finally classification phase. The process is 

presented in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6: ASSA system deployment 

 

3.2.1 Data acquisition phase. 

 In the data acquisition phase, we acquired data from Twitter regarding the 

topic the user specifies. We did not collect a specific number of tweets but tweets 

were collected continuously, and classified in real time. 
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3.2.2 Data preprocessing phase. 

In the deployment process, we also need to preprocess the tweets before 

extracting features from them. The preprocessing included steps such as: 

normalization, spam detection, and tags adding. We did not include stemming in this 

phase because we found in the model generation process that stemming does not have 

significant effect on the accuracy. Also, POS tagging after we had examined it in the 

model generation process, we found that we cannot perform POS on Twitter text since 

it contains both MSA and dialect. 

3.2.3 Feature identification phase. 

In the deployment process, feature identification consisted of one step since 

features selection was done in the model generation phase. Thus, in this phase we 

only extracted features that proved to be the best in the model generation process. 

3.2.4 Classification phase. 

In this phase, we used the two-phase classification method because we found 

that this method yields better results in comparison with three way classifications 

(“Positive”, “Negative”, “Neutral”). Thus, a tweet is first classified as “subjective” or 

“objective”. We further classify the subjective tweet as either positive or negative. 
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4 Data Acquisition and Annotation Phases 

In this chapter, we explain the first three phases of the ASSA Model 

Generation process, which are: Data Acquisition phase, Tweet-Filtering phase and 

Annotation phase. 

4.1 Data Acquisition Phase  

In our system, we collected the data from Twitter.com. We have built a 

module to collect data from Twitter and we called it Twitter Fetcher.  Twitter data and 

text has many peculiarities and language conventions such as the use of links, hash-

tag, emoticons, limited text length, etc. These peculiarities and conventions make it 

the nosiest social media site.  

We decided not to collect data from other social media sites for two reasons. 

First, a system built using Twitter data will be able to handle data from other social 

media sites, because they are by fact less noisy. The second reason is that annotation 

process is costly and it requires tremendous time and effort. 

 

Figure 7: Data acquisition phase 

 

4.1.1 Twitter fetcher module. 

We collected data using the Twitter filter stream API (as explained in detail in 

Appendix Twitter API) using Twitter4j [52], an unofficial Java library for the Twitter 

API [53]. Since we used the filter API, the language of the tweet returned depends on 

the language we used to specify the keywords which is the Arabic language. We 
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collected tweets and their Meta data in JSON format, an example of which is 

presented in Figure 8. In our system, we used the tweet’s text and its retweeted-field. 

The retweeted-field specifies whether this tweet has been retweeted or not. This 

information helps us in tweet filtering which is presented in section 4.2. 

 

 

Figure 8 A tweet meta data saved in JSON format 

 

Furthermore, the filter stream default access level allows developers to track 

up to 400 keywords. We have chosen five keywords to tracks, pertaining to five 

different domains: technology, politics, religion, sports and media respectively. Those 

keywords are: “iPhone” (mobile device), “Obama” (USA president), “Shia” (the 

second largest denomination of Islam), “Messi” (football player) and “Arab Idol” (A 

popular Arabic Music TV show), as presented in Table 2. Each word has at least two 

forms, which exist either due to the use of defining article such as “the” which is in 

Arabic “ال” (“ال” in Arabic connect to the word for instance “شيعة” becomes “الشيعة”) 

or due to common spelling mistakes which are made by users who are not 

linguistically proficient such as bloggers and tweeters. [54]. For instance, the word 

“Messi” in Arabic should be written as “ميسي” but tweeters sometimes write it as 

 .Thus, to track any word we had to include several forms of the word .”ميسى“

 

 

 

 

#"contributors":null,"text":"Ø³ÙˆÙ†ÙŠ Ù£ 
Ù„Ù„Ø¨ÙŠØ¹.","geo":null,"retweeted":false,"in_reply_to_screen_name":null,"truncated":false,"entities":{"urls":
[],"hashtags":[],"user_mentions":[]},"in_reply_to_status_id_str":null,"id":170415135968600064,"source":"<a 
href=\"http://twitter.com/#!/download/ipad\" rel=\"nofollow\">Twitter for 
iPad<\/a>","in_reply_to_user_id_str":null,"favorited":false,"in_reply_to_status_id":null,"in_reply_to_user_id":n
ull,"retweet_count":0,"created_at":"Fri Feb 17 07:51:49 +0000 
2012","id_str":"170415135968600064","place":null,"user":{"location":null,"default_profile":true,"statuses_count
":23,"profile_background_tile":false,"lang":"en","profile_link_color":"0084B4","id":467698769,"following":null,"f
avourites_count":1,"protected":false,"profile_text_color":"333333","verified":false,"contributors_enabled":false,
"description":"Ø´Ø¨Ø§Ø¨ Ø§ÙŠÙ…ÙŠÙ„ÙŠ m502009@hotmail.com","name":"Ù…Ø´Ø¹Ù„ 
Ø§Ù„Ø³ÙŠÙ•","profile_sidebar_border_color":"C0DEED","profile_background_color":"C0DEED","created_at":"W
ed Jan 18 19:08:56 +0000 
2012","default_profile_image":false,"followers_count":0,"geo_enabled":false,"profile_image_url_https":"https:/
/si0.twimg.com/profile_images/1810995560/image_normal.jpg","profile_background_image_url":"http://a0.twi
mg.com/images/themes/theme1/bg.png","profile_background_image_url_https":"https://si0.twimg.com/images
/themes/theme1/bg.png","follow_request_sent":null,"url":null,"utc_offset":null,"time_zone":null,"notifications":
null,"friends_count":5,"profile_use_background_image":true,"profile_sidebar_fill_color":"DDEEF6","screen_nam
e":"m5062011","id_str":"467698769","profile_image_url":"http://a2.twimg.com/profile_images/1810995560/im
age_normal.jpg","show_all_inline_media":false,"is_translator":false,"listed_count":0},"coordinates":null# 
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Table 2: Words we tracked (for every target we have more than one  Arabic 

word because of spelling mistakes and the use of defining articles in Arabic 

language) 

Arabic words tracked English Translation 

 iPhone أيفون, ايفون, آيفون, األيفون

 Obama أوباما, اوباما

 Shia شيعة , الشيعة, الشيعي, شيعي

 Messi ميسي, ميسى

عرب ايدول , آراب ايدول , ارب ايدل , 

 arab عرب ايدل , ارب ايدول ,برنامج 

idol ,arab idol  برنامج  محبوب ,

 العرب 

Arab Idol 

 

 

4.2 Tweet-Filtering Phase 

This phase consisted of four steps: re-tweets removal, duplicate tweets 

removal, non-Arabic text removal and similar tweets removal, as summarized in 

Figure 9.  Re-tweets are tweets that repeat or repost other people’s tweets (a common 

practice in Twitter). However, in sentiment analysis, re-tweets skew the analysis 

results [2]. In Twitter, you re-tweet someone else’s tweet for one of the four following 

reasons: 

1. You agree with the tweet content. 

2. You disagree with its content and you want to bring your followers’ attention 

to it. 

3. Your friends are re-tweeting a specific tweet because they think it is important 

or funny and you want to “go with the flow” (peer pressure) without really 

liking or disliking this tweet. 

4. You are a spammer and you want to promote your spam tweet. 

  

From the above reasons for re-tweeting, we can see that there are three more reasons 

to re-tweet someone else tweet besides agreeing with its content but in sentiment 

analysis systems, we are really interested in the first reason only. Thus, a sentiment 

analysis system that doesn’t remove re-tweets will only see huge number of tweets 

from different users that spoke about the topic positively/negatively. Therefore we 

decided to remove them. The Twitter API usually returns duplicate tweets that have 
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exactly the same text; hence we removed all duplicate tweets by hashing all tweets’ 

text. 

 

 

Figure 9: Tweet-filtering phase 

 

Then, in the Non-Arabic text removal module, we removed all non-Arabic text 

from the tweets, to improve similar tweets detection. For example, if we have the 

following tweet “@username  46سعة  5برامجك الرائعه ستجعلني افكر بشراء ايفون GB” after 

text cleaning it will be “برامجك الرائعه ستجعلني افكر بشراء ايفون سعة” Next, we removed 

similar tweets using the Levenshtein distance, which is a measure of the similarity 

between two strings (here two tweets). Specifically, it defines the minimum number 

of edits (deletions, insertions, or substitutions) needed to transform one string into the 

other [55]. Mathematically the Levenshtein distance between two Strings   and   is 

given by the function        | | | |  where [56]:- 
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Then, we computed the similarity score between every two tweets strings 

using (2).  

                  
           

                            
 (2) 
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For example, if string x= “kitten” and string y= “sitting”, Levenshtein 

distance between the two strings is 3 since we will need to perform the following edits 

[56]: 

1) kitten → sitten (substitution of 's' for 'k') 

2) sitten → sittin (substitution of 'i' for 'e') 

3) sittin → sitting (insertion of 'g' at the end). 

The similarity score using (2) is 0.58.  Table 3 presents the similarity 

scores between two tweets.  

Table 3: Similarity score between two tweets and the tweets’ English translation 
 

String 1 String 2 Similarity score 

using equation 

(2) 
انعش حسابك على تويتر بي  آالف متتبع 

 حقيقي

زود حسابك على تويتر بي  آالف 

متتبع عربي حقيقي مع هذا 

 العرض   

0.62 

Revive your  account on Twitter 

with thousands of real followers 

Provided your account on 

Twitter with thousands of 

real Arab followers with 

this offer 

Translation 

مـــن آداب الضيافـة في وقتنا الحاضــر 

وشاحن بالك  باسورد الواي فاي قهوة شاي

 بيري أو آيفون

من أداب الضياف في وقتنا 

شاهي ألرقم   قهوه  الحاضر

 السري حق الـ شاحن بالك بيري  

0.56 

from the hospitality etiquettes in 

our present time is coffee, tea, 

password of Wi-Fi and the  

charger of BlackBerry or iPhone 

from the 

hospitality etiquettes in 

our present time is 

coffee, tea, PIN of the         

charger of BlackBerry 

Translation 

 

Table 4 presents the number of tweets we collected for each keyword and the 

effect of each Tweet-Filtering step on the quantity of tweets. All the tweets were 

collected in less than 24 hour and the varying amount of tweets acquired proves that 

some topics are more popular in Twitter than others. For the similar tweets removal 

module, a similarity score of zero means the tweets are totally different while a score 

of one means the two tweets are identical. Thus, we set the threshold for the similarity 

score to be 50% (same as our 50% baseline). Therefore, if two tweets are 50 % or 

more similar we keep the first tweet and remove all the duplicates. 
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Table 4: The data collected and the effect of tweet-filtering on it 

The Task iPhone Obama Messi Shia Arab Idol 
No. tweets 

collected 

3836 

 

9736 

 

13393 9746 16785 

No. tweets after 

re-tweets removal 

2311 3608 

 

6980 3479 11446 

No. tweets after 

duplicate removal 

2150 3582 6303 

 

3392 10372 

No. tweets after 

removing Non-

Arabic tweets 

2150 3582 6303 3392 10372 

No. tweets after 

similar tweets 

removal 

1146 1107 2350 2149 

 

3034 

 

4.3 Annotation Phase 

There is no publically available tweets corpus for evaluating target-dependent 

Twitter Arabic text sentiment classification. Thus, we asked two human annotators, 

both native Arabic language speakers, to annotate the data we collected i.e., to 

manually classify each tweet as positive, negative, neutral, or spam towards the target. 

Figure 10 presents the annotation process. 

 

Figure 10: Annotation phase 

 

Table 4 shows a summary of the collected and annotated data; for example, for 

the “iPhone” target, the dataset was reduced to 1146 tweets, from the 3836 initially 

collected. Since the annotation process is very expensive (requiring time, money, and 

effort) we decided to annotate only 1000 tweets from each category. We gave the 
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annotators 1000 tweets (the tweets were randomly selected) from the “iPhone”, 

“Obama”, “Messi” and “Shia” datasets. Thus, each annotator labeled 4000 tweets. As 

presented in Table 4, “Arab Idol” dataset consisted of 16785 and after the filtering 

process 3034 were left. We gave the annotators 3034 tweets left. We intentionally 

made the “Arab Idol” annotated dataset larger because we used it to test the system 

whereas we used the other four to train the system. We could have tested our system 

using the same training datasets via cross-validation but we wanted to see how well 

the system will perform if it was tested on a topic that it has not been trained for. 

Initially, we asked the annotator to label the “iPhone” data. The initial labeling 

process yielded 79.2% inter-annotator agreement. Then, the two annotators discussed 

their disagreements and each one tried to convince the other. Most of the time they 

reached an agreement but a few times each one decided to keep his opinion. The 

discussion improved the inter-annotator agreement of “iPhone” dataset to 94%. Then, 

the annotators resumed annotating the three other datasets. We did not ask the 

annotators to resolve their disagreements in the other datasets because the annotation 

scheme we followed requires annotators to first annotate small part of the dataset then 

resolve their disagreement in that part and complete annotating the rest of the dataset.   

 

Table 5: Inter-annotator agreement for the five datasets. 

The 

Dataset 

Agreement 

percentage  
iPhone 94% 

Obama 60.3% 

Messi 66.8% 

Shia 66% 

Arab Idol 60.48% 

Average 69.52% 

 

The inter-annotator agreement for all datasets is presented in  

Table 5.The results show that on average 69.52% of the time, both annotators 

gave identical labels. This low inter-annotator agreement indicates that annotating 

tweets is a challenging task, and to get better results we should have employed better 

methods such as majority voting with at least 5 annotators. Using majority vote with 5 

annotators has two advantages. First, it will allow us to test the effect of the number of 

voters on classification accuracy. Second, if we set the minimum number of votes to 

be 2, the probability that a tweet with identical label from two annotators will be 

higher, which means we will have a bigger data set to experiment with. However, 
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because the annotation process is costly, requiring both time and money, we limited 

ourselves to two annotators. In Table 6 below general statistics of the datasets is 

presented. 

Table 6: The datasets statistics 

Dataset Obama Messi iPhone Shia Arab Idol 

Size 604 668 935 654 1835 

Neutral 339 549 543 305 1276 

Positive 205 113 205 89 137 

Negative 60 6 187 260 422 

Baseline 56.13% 82.19% 58.07% 46.64% 69.54% 
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5 Data Preprocessing Phase 

This phase comprises two steps as presented in Figure 11: In the first step, we 

performed data cleaning and in the second step, we performed various Natural 

Language Processing (NLP) tasks as elaborated in Section 5.2.  

 

Figure 11: Data preprocessing phase 

5.1 Data Cleaning 

This phase is crucial since it deals with the noisy nature of Twitter data. The 

data-cleaning component consists of many modules: tags adder, normalization 

module, emoticons, laugh recognizer and spam filter (this phase is represented in 

Figure 12), as elaborated hereafter. 

 

Figure 12: Data cleaning component 
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5.1.1 Tag adder module. 

The tag adder module adds the following tags to the tweets: The “URL” tag 

replaces any Uniform Resource Locator (URL) in the tweet. The “USERNAME” tag 

replaces user names in order to protect their privacy. In Twitter, users names are 

prefixed with arrobas (e.g., “@Ali”) so replacing them is very easy. The 

“HASHTAG” tag indicates the existence of a hash-tag such as “#Nokia”.  Moreover, 

for every target we track, we replace the target name such as “iPhone” or “Obama” 

with the tag “TARGET”.  Also, in this model we replace emoticons such as “:)” or 

“;p” with the word “HAPPY” and emoticons such as “:(”or “:'(”with the word “SAD”. 

Finally, since there are various ways for users to represent laughs in tweet, we added 

the tag “LAUGH” to replace the various forms of laugh. For example, “kak” , “haha”, 

“lol”, “خخ“ ,”ههه” and “هاها”.Thus, in any tweet we use string replacement commands 

to replace the laugh characters with the tag “LAUGH”. All the replacements in the 

Tag Adder module are done programmatically. 

5.1.2 Normalization module. 

The normalization module performs several tasks. First, it removes repeated 

characters.  For example, it replaces “niiiice” with “nice”. The problem is that words 

such as “bee” will be replaced with “be”, which this is a shortcoming for this 

technique, but the alternative is to use a polarity dictionary that has more than one 

version of every single word. For example, if we replace multiple character 

occurrences with two characters only then a word such as “good”, will have some of 

the following versions: “gooood” will become “good”, “ggggoooddd” will become 

“ggoodd”, “ggggggood” will become “ggood”, etc. We have a program that 

automatically performs the replacements using regular expressions (which are 

presented in the Appendix).  

Other researchers such as Agarwal et al.  [9] chose to replace a sequence of 

repeated characters by three characters, for example, convert “coooooooool” to 

“coool”. They did not replace the sequence by only two characters or one because 

they wanted to differentiate between the regular usage and emphasized usage of the 

word. Their emoticons dictionary included 5 polarity classifications “Positive”, 

“Extremely Positive”, “Negative”, “Extremely Negative” and “Neutral” but our 

polarity classification included only three classes “Positive”, “Negative” and 

“Neutral” and thus we did not need to differentiate between  regular usage and 
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emphasized usage of the word. Second, we followed Larkey and Connell 

normalization procedure, which consisted of the following steps [57]: 

1. Remove any punctuation from the string such as (.  ,   :   ““ ;   '). 

2. Remove any diacritics (short vowels) such as (  َ    َ    َ    َ    َ ) 

3. Remove non-letters from the word such as ( +  = ~ $ *) 

4. Replace every “إ“ ,”أ”, and “آ” with a bare alif character. “ا” regardless of its 

position in the word.  

5. Remove tatweel “ـ”(for example using tatweel the word “كتب” may look like 

     ”كتــــــــــــــب“

6. Replace final alif  character “ى” with  yaa character “ي” 

7. Replace final taa character “ة” with haa character “ه” 

We also added the following steps to the normalization process: 

8. If a word starts with hamza character“ء” then replace it with bare alif character 

 ”ا“

9. Removing stop words such as (و على من مع);  

10. Removing repeated characters for example (حلووووو will be حلو)  

11. Replace waw character with hamza “ٶ” and “ؤ” by bare waw character “و” 

12. Replace alif character “ئ” and “ىء” with yaa character “ي” 

13. Remove common words suffixes and prefixes  

 

To test the effect of the first two components of the data cleaning module on 

sentiment analysis, we ran an experiment using unigrams as features. We used 10-fold 

cross-validation on our dataset (details are presented in section 4.3). For each dataset, 

our baseline is the majority class as presented in Table 7.   In addition, in all 

experiments we used three labels (positive, negative, neutral) and we reported the 

accuracy and F1 score (which is a weighted average of the precision and recall, where 

an F1 score reaches its best value at 1 and worst score at 0) for the results. We used 

five algorithms from five different categories to test the effectiveness of the data-

cleaning component. First, we chose Naïve Bayes, which is a probabilistic classifier, 

based on applying Bayes' theorem. Second, we used SVM, which is non-

probabilistic binary linear classifier. Third, we used PART which is a rule based 

classifier. Fourth, we used AdaBoost, which is a meta-algorithm (algorithms that try 
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to efficiently explore the search space in order to find near–optimal solutions [58]) 

Finally, we used J48 tree, which is a decision tree based classifier. The result on Table 

7 shows that data cleaning does improve classification accuracy regardless of the 

algorithm used. We also noticed that presence feature vector perform better with some 

algorithms such as NB and AdaBoost and frequency feature vector perform better 

with other algorithms such as SVM, PART and J48 tree.  

 

Table 7: The effect of data cleaning on accuracy and F1 score 

Alg. FV Obama Messi iPhone Shia Average of 

the four 

datasets 

  Acc F1  Acc F1  Acc F1  Acc F1 Acc F1 

NB Pre. 65.89 60.71 86.98 84.28 61.82 55.02 57.49 54.78 68.045 63.70 

Freq. 60.43 60.49 84.58 84.88 54.65 54.34 59.33 59.38 64.748 64.77 

SVM Pre. 60.93 59.37 86.53 85.68 61.39 60.43 60.55 60.53 67.349 66.50 

Freq. 65.56 62.24 87.43 86.04 61.93 59.29 60.86 60.62 68.942 67.05 

PART Pre. 56.46 55.50 82.93 82.62 56.26 55.61 53.82 52.89 62.368 61.65 

Freq. 59.77 57.84 86.98 86.22 56.36 53.49 51.99 51.60 63.774 62.29 

AdaBoo

st 

Pre. 58.61 50.06 86.08 83.90 58.61 51.54 46.79 43.47 62.521 57.24 

Freq. 58.44 49.35 85.93 83.59 57.11 46.61 46.64 43.92 62.03 55.87 

J48 tree Pre. 57.12 53.92 86.38 85.20 61.39 57.52 52.45 50.16 64.333 61.70 

Freq. 61.26 58.11 86.53 85.45 59.68 55.51 53.67 53.51 65.284 63.14 

B. Acc.  56.13 82.19 58.07 46.64 60.76 

 

Table 8  below shows a comparison between the baseline accuracy of each 

dataset and the best accuracy reached for each dataset after the data cleaning process 

(the best accuracy for each dataset is presented in bold in Table 7).  

Table 8: Comparison between baseline accuracy and best accuracy reached after data cleaning. 

Dataset The baseline Accuracy Best Accuracy reached 

Obama 56.13 65.89 

Messi 82.19 87.43 

iPhone 58.07 61.93 

Shia 46.64 60.86 

Average accuracy 60.76 69.03 

 

A paired-samples t-test was conducted to compare the baseline accuracy for 

each dataset and the best accuracy reached for each dataset after data cleaning (they 

are highlighted in bold in Table 7 ). There was a significant difference between the 

baseline accuracy (M=60.7575, SD=15.13) and the best accuracy reached after 
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preprocessing (M=69.0275, SD=12.457); t (3) = -3.520, p = 0.039. These results 

suggest that data cleaning really does improve accuracy.  

5.1.3 Spam detection module. 

We noticed that our collected data includes a huge number of spam tweets. We 

identified two types of spam tweets: the first tries to advertise a product or a service 

while the second repeats the same message in different tweets with minor change in 

the text. Examples of the first type of spam tweets are shown in the first, second and 

third rows of Table 9, and examples of the second type are shown in the last row.  

 We managed to eliminate the majority of the second type of spam tweets 

using the similar tweets removal module in the Tweet-Filtering phase. Unfortunately, 

getting rid of the first type is not an easy task since these tweets include the keywords 

we are searching for. Therefore, we have built a supervised machine learning 

classifier to detect spam tweets. 

Table 9: Sample spam tweets 

Spam Sample Translation Solution 
 

Game 

DEATH WORM 

 الفيديو

http://t.co/emxua17y 

 التحميل 

http://t.co/A4J2gtxy 

 http://t.co/pUvBQPqx او

RT#Galaxy_Kwt #أندرويد #اندرويد 

#kuwait 

 

Game 

DEATH WORM 

video 

http://t.co/emxua17y 

 upload 

http://t.co/A4J2gtxy 

or http://t.co/pUvBQPqx 

RT #Galaxy_Kwt #android #android #kuwait 

Spam 

detection 

model using 

Machine 

learning 

 

RT @ChicRiyadh: #KSU #IMAMU 

#PNU #Riyadh  شنطة 

Ted Baker 

لاير االستالم فورا 023بيبي بنك ب   

http://t.co/kP3Al36n 

 

RT @ChicRiyadh: #KSU #IMAMU #PNU 

#Riyadh bag 

Ted Baker 

http://t.co/kP3Al36n bebe bank by 320 Rs. 

receipt immediately  

 

2302تطبيقات اندرويد  03أفضل   

http://t.co/HACJgiMo 

  #تقنية

 #اندرويد

 #تطبيقات

 

Best 10 Android applications 2012 

http://t.co/HACJgiMo 

#technology  

#android 

#applications 

  االن اصبح من آداب الضيافه الشاي

 والقهوة وشاحن آيفون

  من أداب الضياف في وقتنا الحاضر

 قهوه وشاهي   ألرقم السري حق الـ       شاحن 

 بالك بيري

  مـــن آداب الضيافـة في وقتنا

 باسورد الواي فاي الحاضــر قهوة وشاي

 وشاحن بالك بيري أو آيفون

 Nowadays tea, coffee and iPhone 

charger become a hospitality etiquettes 

 from the hospitality etiquettes in our 

present time is coffee, tea, PIN of the         

charger of BlackBerry 

 from the hospitality etiquettes in our 

present time is coffee, tea, password of Wi-Fi 

and the  charger of BlackBerry or iPhone 

Similarity 

detection 

 

http://t.co/kP3Al36n
http://t.co/HACJgiMo
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To build our classifier, we have collected 42130 tweets about mobile brands 

and cars. Examples of the keywords that we tracked are listed in Table 10, where 

several English keywords have multiple Arabic representations, as discovered when 

inspecting the tweets.  

We followed the same Tweet-Filtering procedure explained in section 3.1.2 to 

clean the collected tweets. After this process we had 13506 tweets.  

 

Table 10: Sample of the Arabic words we tracked on Twitter along with their English translation 

English 

Translation 
Arabic Words 

IPODTOUCH ايبود تاتش 

IPOD ايبود 

IPAD اي باد 

IPAD ايباد 

BLACKBERRY بي بي 

BLACKBERRY بيبي 

BLACKBERRY بالك بيري 

BLACKBERRY بالك بري 

ANDROID اندرويد 

HP اتش بي 

HTC اتشتيسي 

HTC اتش تي سي 

HTC اتش تى سى 
 

 

We asked a human annotator to annotate the 13506 tweets as spam or not.  

Then, we extracted 12 attributes for each tweet, 10 of which are similar to the ones 

extracted by Benevenuto et al [59], namely:  

1. Number of hash-tags. 

2.  Number of URLs. 

3. Number of mentions i.e., the practice of addressing another Twitter user in 

your tweet as e.g., “Good Morning @Ahmed_Saif”, where “Ahmed_Saif” 

is a Twitter user ). 

4. Number of times the tweet has been re-tweeted.  

5.  Total number of words. 

6. Number of spam words (from a list). 

7.  Number of numbers (for example the tweet “I have iPhone 4 I bought it 

with 500 dollars” contains two numbers: 4 and 500). 

8. Number of digits (the same tweet above has four digits: 4, 5,0 and 0) 
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9.  Number of hash-tags per words (for example if we have 10 words in a 

tweet and 2 are hash-tags the ratio will be 0.2) 

10.  Number of URLs per words (for example if we have 10 wards in tweet 

and 1is a URL the ratio will be 0.1) 

 The additional 2 attributes we decided to extract are: 

11. The number of product tags  

12.  The ratio of product tags per number of words in the tweet. 

 Next, we used the info gain features selection method to rank the 

attributes based on their importance in detecting spam tweets. The Information 

Gain (IG also known as info gain) ratio shows to which degree the specified 

attribute predicts the final class result correctly, thus the greater this ratio, the 

more important the attribute is.  As we can see from Table 11, the three most 

important attributes are: number of spam words, number of URLs per words, 

and number of URLs. The information gain for these three attributes account 

for more than 70% of the total gain. In other words, if we only extracted these 

three attributes, the correct outcome would have been predicted correctly 70% 

of the time. Nevertheless, we decided to use all the extracted attributes except 

number of times the tweet has been re-tweeted since it has a zero info gain. 

The system is working offline now and extracting the 11 attributes does not 

take time because we are extracting them from our training dataset that consist 

of 13506 tweets. On the online system, we may consider using the three or 

four most important attributes since the online system consists of millions of 

tweets and the attributes extraction process will then take a considerable 

amount of time that we can save by reducing number of extracted attributes. 

However, 70% accuracy may not be enough and we may need to extract the 

remaining attributes especially for critical applications. For example, if the 

system was used by a user to rate a product he wants to buy then accuracy is 

far more important than time while if he wants to see polarity towards a TV 

show that is running now then time is more important. Thus, it is really a 

tradeoff between accuracy and time. 
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Table 11: Ranking attributes extracted to detect spam 

The attribute The info Gain 

No.  of Spam Words 0.3232 

No. of URLs per Words 0.2338 

No. of URLs 0.2249 

No. of Digits 0.1845 

No. of Numbers 0.1692 

No.  of product tags per words 0.113 

No. of product tags 0.0887 

No.  of Hashtags 0.0773 

No.  of Hashtags per Words 0.0711 

No.  of Words 0.0452 

No. of Mentions 0.0196 

No.  of times the tweet has been re-

tweeted 
0 

 

 

We used a balanced sample consisting of 649 spam tweets and 649 non-spam 

tweets. In our experiments, we used Weka (a workbench for machine learning) [60]. 

Table 12 shows the resulting confusion matrix obtained from using Simple Linear 

Regression classifier from Weka. We can see that 85.3% of spam and 88.4% of non-

spam were correctly classified. Using the SVM classifier (called SMO in Weka) 

yielded the confusion matrix presented in Table 13. We can note that using SVM we 

were able to classify 85.3% of spam and 87.3% of non-spam correctly. Hence, the 

performance of the two classifiers is nearly equivalent.  

Table 12: Confusion matrix for Simple Linear Regression classifier 

  Predicted 

  Spam Non-Spam 

True 
Spam 85.3% 14.7% 

Non-Spam 11.6% 88.4% 
 

 

Table 13: Confusion matrix for SVM classifier 

  Predicted 

  Spam Non-Spam 

True 
Spam 85.3% 14.7% 

Non-Spam 12.7% 87.3% 
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5.2 Natural Language Processing Tasks 

In this step, we tested the effectiveness of two Natural language processing 

tasks, stemming and Part-of-Speech tagging, on Arabic text sentiments analysis. 

5.2.1 Stemming. 

Stemming is the process of reducing words to their original root (base form). 

We experimented with two stemmers:  Shereen Khoja’s [61] and the Light Stemmer 

[62]. Khoja’s stemmer removes the longest suffix and the longest prefix, then matches 

the remaining word with verbal and noun patterns, to extract the root which consists 

of three or four letters (if it existed – foreign words do not have roots). For instance, 

the word “التويتات” (the tweets) after removing the prefix “ال”and the suffix “ات” will 

become “تويت” this word consist of four letters but it doesn’t match any of the existing 

roots in the dictionary. The stemmer makes use of several linguistic data files such as 

a list of all diacritic characters, punctuation characters, definite articles, and 168 stop 

words [61]. The Light Stemmer is using heuristic rules to remove strings that would 

be found reliably as affixes far more often than they would be found as the beginning 

or end of an Arabic stem without affixes [62]. The strings that exist as prefixes 

include “لل“ ,”فال“ ,”كال“ ,”بال“ ,”وال“ ,”ال”, and “و”. For example, “المدرسة”(the 

school),  “والمدرسة”(and the school),“بالمدرسة”(with the school),“كالمدرسة”(like the 

school),“فالمدرسة”(and the school),“للمدرسة”(for the school), and “ومدرسة”(and school). 

Strings that used as suffixes  include “ ة“ , ”ه“ ,”ية“ , ”يه“ ,”ين“ , ”ون“ ,”ات“ , ”ان“ ,”ها”, 

 ”مدرسين“ ,(two male teachers) ”مدرسان“ ,(female teachers) ”مدرسات“ ,For instance  .”ي“

(male teachers), or “مدرسون” (male teachers). We used cleaned tweets (processed 

using the method described in section 5) and unigrams as features. We have not tested 

the effect of stemming on data without preprocessing because we proved that using 

cleaned tweets improves classification performance in section 5.1. In this section, we 

are looking into a method that will improve the performance even better. If we left the 

tweets as they are (noisy) and used them with stemming, the result will be nonsense. 

We experimented with NB presence vector and SVM frequency vector because we 

noticed that NB gives better results with presence vector and SVM give better results 

with frequency vector. The results are presented in Table 14. We classified tweets as 

positive, negative or neutral.  
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A paired-samples t-test was conducted to compare the best accuracy reached 

for each dataset after data cleaning (section 5.1) and the best accuracy reached after 

stemming for each dataset. Those numbers are presented in Table 15 below. 

Table 15: Comparison between the best accuracy reached after data cleaning process 

and after stemming process 

The  Dataset 
Best accuracy reached after 

data cleaning process 

Best accuracy reached after 

stemming process 

Obama 65.89 65.23 

Messi 87.43 87.28 

iPhone 61.93 61.71 

Shia 60.86 65.6 

Average accuracy 69.03 69.955 

  

Table 14: The effect of stemming on accuracy 

 Alg. FV Obama Messi iPhone Shia Avg. of the 

4 dataset 

   Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 
 

NB Pre. 65.23 60.64 87.28 85.19 61.71 55.60 58.72 56.63 68.23 64.51 

Freq 60.76 60.65 84.28 84.74 53.16 53.01 57.03 57.01 63.80 63.85 

SVM Pre. 61.92 60.83 86.23 85.58 59.36 58.82 60.4 60.25 66.97 66.37 

Freq 63.41 60.39 87.13 85.84 60 57.51 61.77 61.59 68.07 66.33 

PAR

T 

Pre. 54.97 53.90 83.23 82.99 58.4 57.59 50.15 49.35 61.68 60.95 

Freq 57.78 55.36 85.03 84.07 55.51 53.10 53.36 53.10 62.92 61.41 

Ada 

Boost 

Pre. 58.61 50.06 86.08 83.90 58.61 51.54 47.4 42.71 62.67 57.05 

Freq 58.61 49.62 86.08 83.81 57.11 46.61 49.85 46.56 62.91 56.65 

J48 

tree 

Pre. 59.6 56.30 85.48 83.74 59.47 56.53 53.52 51.58 64.51 62.04 

Freq 59.6 57.00 87.28 86.27 58.4 53.52 52.29 51.90 64.39 62.17 
 

NB Pre. 62.58 58.13 84.88 82.68 60.86 54.92 63.3 61.33 67.90 64.27 

Freq 59.44 59.97 83.83 84.29 53.26 53.94 57.19 57.25 63.42 63.86 

SVM Pre. 63.91 62.46 86.38 85.83 60.53 59.85 60.55 60.41 67.84 67.14 

Freq 63.25 61.50 86.53 85.53 58.29 56.74 65.6 65.51 68.41 67.32 

PAR

T 

Pre. 54.3 53.68 83.23 83.18 54.76 54.75 55.35 54.86 61.91 61.62 

Freq 59.11 57.92 85.33 84.98 56.47 55.25 54.13 53.73 63.75 62.97 

Ada 

Boost 

Pre. 57.62 47.80 86.08 83.90 58.61 51.54 48.62 39.80 62.73 55.76 

Freq 57.62 47.80 86.08 83.90 57.11 46.61 49.39 35.26 62.54 53.40 

J48 

tree 

Pre. 57.95 55.30 85.93 84.27 59.47 56.34 56.27 54.58 64.90 62.62 

Freq 60.76 58.30 86.98 86.03 59.79 57.65 54.13 53.90 65.41 63.97 

 B. 

Acc. 

 56.13 82.19 58.07 46.64 60.76 
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There was no significant difference between the best accuracy reached after 

preprocessing (M=69.0275, SD=12.457) and that reached after stemming (M=69.955, 

SD=11.682); t (3) = -0.727, p = 0.520. These results suggest that stemming does not 

really improve accuracy significantly. 

In Table 15 above, we can notice that “Shia” dataset classification accuracy 

improved after the stemming process.  In fact, it is the only dataset that improved. 

When we looked at the “Shia” dataset we found that the majority of its tweets are 

written in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA). This means that stemming improves 

accuracy if it is used on tweets written in MSA but not if written in dialect.  

5.2.2 Part-of-speech tagging. 

We tested POS tagging using the Stanford Arabic tagger [63]. The tag set was 

made for MSA, and therefore it produced truly nonsensical results for our tweets. In 

Table 16, we present a sample tweet and the resulting tweet after the tagging process 

using Stanford tagger.  

 

In Table 17, we present a comparison between Stanford tags and the correct 

tags using the tweet presented in Table 16. A native Arabic speaker provided the 

correct POS tags for the tweet using Stanford POS tag dictionary. As presented in 

Table 17, only 4 out of 16 sentence-parts were tagged with the correct POS tag. 

Consequently, we decided not to use it in our natural language processing tasks. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 16: A sample tweet with Stanford Arabic tagger result 

Arabic 

Tweet 

@username جالكسي واال ايفون لك خذي ؟؟ الخايس بيري بالبالك تبغين وش اختي ي 

  دماغك وريح

Translation @username Oh my sister what do you want with blackberry it is awful?? Get 

yourself iPhone or Galaxy and ease your mind. [sic]  

Stanford 

Arabic POS 

tagger result 

@username/NN ي/PRP$ اختي/VBP وش/NN تبغين/NNS بالبالك/NNP بيري/NNP 

 JJ/وريح JJ/جالكسي NN/واال VBN/ايفون DT/لك NN/خذي VBD/؟؟ NNP/الخايس

 NN/دماغك
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Table 17: Comparison between Stanford tags and the correct tags 

Part of sentence POS Tag using Stanford 

Tagger 

The correct POS Tag 

@username Noun, singular or mass Noun, singular or mass 

 Possessive pronoun Interjection ي

 Verb, non3rd person singular اختي

present 

Noun, singular or mass + 

Possessive pronoun 

 Noun, singular or mass Whdeterminer وش

 Noun, plural Verb, gerund or present تبغين

participle 

 Proper noun, singular Proper noun, singular بالبالك

 Proper noun, singular Proper noun, singular بيري

 Proper noun, singular Adjective الخايس

 Verb, past tense Symbol ؟؟

 Noun, singular or mass Verb, gerund or present خذي

participle 

 Determiner Possessive pronoun لك

 Verb, past participle Proper noun, singular ايفون

 Noun, singular or mass Coordinating conjunction واال

 Adjective Proper noun, singular جالكسي

 Adjective Verb, gerund or present وريح

participle 

 Noun, singular or mass Noun, singular or mass دماغك
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6 Feature Identification 

This chapter describes the Feature Identification phase, depicted in Figure 13, 

which consists of two modules one for features extraction and the other for features 

selection.   

 

Figure 13: Feature identification phase 

6.1 Features extraction 

This section describes the three types of features we extracted: syntactic 

features, semantic features, and stylistic features. 

6.1.1 Syntactic features. 

Segmentation.  

In our first experiment, we wanted to know which N-gram features give the 

best performance. Thus, we ran experiments using all N-grams for N<=4 and 6 

combinations of them, as listed in Table 18. We did not preprocess the data before 

running this experiment because this was our first experiment and we wanted to 

establish what N-gram would render the best performance so that we can use it to run 

all the other experiments. We used NB classifier with a presence vector where the 

features are the words N-grams and evaluated its performance using 10-fold cross-

validation. The results presented in Table 18 show that using a unigram only yields 

the best performance and therefore we carried out all the remaining experiments with 

unigrams. This result was expected because higher order N-grams leads to a very 

sparse feature space, which will not help the machine-learning algorithm in detecting 

pattern. The conclusion we reached is similar to Pang et al. who reported that unigram 

outperform bigrams. 
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Table 18: N-grams features’ accuracy 

N-grams Features Obama Messi iPhone Shia 

  Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 

Unigram 64.24 58.86 85.18 80.80 60.21 49.15 59.94 57.14 

Bigram 56.46 41.10 82.19 74.15 58.50 43.63 47.86 32.66 

3-gram 56.46 41.10 82.19 74.15 58.50 43.63 46.94 30.33 

4-gram 56.46 41.10 82.19 74.15 58.50 43.63 46.94 30.33 

Unigram + bigram 60.10 48.92 82.19 74.15 58.50 43.63 55.05 48.37 

Bigram+3-gram 56.46 41.10 82.19 74.15 58.50 43.63 47.09 30.69 

3-gram+4-gram 56.46 41.10 82.19 74.15 58.50 43.63 46.94 30.33 

Unigram+bigram+3-gram 57.62 43.60 82.19 74.15 58.50 43.63 51.53 41.04 

Bigram+3-gram+4-gram 56.46 41.10 82.19 74.15 58.50 43.63 46.94 30.33 

Unigram+bigram+3-

gram+ 4-gram 

56.79 41.82 82.19 74.15 58.50 43.63 48.78 34.44 

Punctuation. 

We have extracted three features related to punctuation, namely the total 

number of punctuation marks as well as the numbers of question marks and 

exclamation marks in a tweet. Question marks and exclamation marks are counted in 

the number of punctuation marks. Some researchers reported that question mark (“?”) 

and exclamation mark (“!”) are the most associated punctuation marks with subjective 

text and emotions [64]. Thus, we decided to give them two separate attributes to give 

them more weight in the classification process. 

6.1.2 Semantic features. 

We have extracted nine semantic features, which are presented in Table 19 

with their definitions. To extract these attributes, we had first to build a lexicon 

manually. To do so, we collected 18989 Arabic tweet about different topics such as 

“iPhone”, “Nokia”, “Samsung” “Toyota”, “Nissan”, “Camry”, “Android”, “Sansilk”, 

etc. Then, we extracted unigrams from those tweets and asked a human annotator to 

label those unigrams as positive or negative. We specifically excluded from the 

annotation process words that can be positive or negative depending on the context 

they are used in. For example, the word “fast” can be positive in this tweet, “iPhone 

updates install very fast”, and it can be negative in this tweet “iPhone battery runs out 

very fast”. 
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Table 19: Semantic attributes and their definition 

Attribute 

Name 

Definition 

noPosWords Number of positive words in the tweet. For example, “I love Arab Idol and adore 

the jury member” in this tweet there are 2 positive words namely “love”, and 

“adore”. 

noNegWords Number of negative words in the tweet. For example, “This restaurant food 

disgusts me I hate this restaurant” in this tweet we have two negative words 

namely “disgust”, and “hate”. 

noPosEmo Number of positive Emoticons. For example, “I’m soo happy :) ;)” has two 

positive emoticons. 

noNegEmo Number of Negative Emoticons. For example, “I’m soo sad : ( ;(” has two 

positive emoticons. 

nolaugh Number of laughters. For example, “hahaha did you see yesterday show @user it 

was funny loool” in this tweet we have 2 laughters namely “hahaha” and “loool”. 

shortPos The shortest distance between a positive word and the target of the sentiment in 

characters (incl. spaces). 
shortNeg The shortest distance between a negative word and the target of the sentiment in 

characters (incl. spaces). 
 

nearPos 1 if the distance between the nearest positive word and the target word is shorter 

than the distance between the nearest negative word and the target word, 0 

otherwise. 

nearNeg 1 if the distance between the nearest negative word and the target word is shorter 

than the distance between the nearest positive word and the target word, 0 

otherwise. 

6.1.3 Stylistic features. 

Word frequency. 

We wanted to see how classification accuracy would be affected if we only 

included words with a specific frequency. In other words, should we include any word 

that appears in the dataset as a feature or should we include only words that appear 

more often than a given threshold? We conducted this experiment with preprocessed 

tweets and unigrams, testing with both frequency and presence vectors, and using five 

different classifiers. We experimented with words frequency greater than 1, 2, and 3. 

The results are presented in Table 20, where the notation “1>” means word frequency 

greater than 1 and similarly for notations “2>” and “3>”. Three of the four datasets 

reached their best accuracy using NB with presence feature-vector namely: “Obama”, 

“iPhone” and “Shia”. As to which frequency is the best we couldn’t reach agreement. 

Two datasets (“Obama” and “Shia”) reached their best performance using word 

frequency 2 or more. Also, the average of the four datasets shows that words 

frequency 2 or more using NB with presence feature-vector yielded the best 

performance. 
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Table 20: Word frequency effect of accuracy and F1 score percentages 

 

A paired-samples t-test was conducted to compare the best accuracy reached 

for each dataset after data cleaning (section 5.1) and the best accuracy reached after 

accounting for word frequencies greater than 1(Table 20). Those numbers are 

presented in Table 21. 

 

 

 

 Alg. FV Obama Messi iPhone Shia Avg. of the 

4 datasets 
   Acc. F1  Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 

>1 NB Pre. 68.05 65.35 85.48 84.65 63.64 60.61 62.54 62.35 69.92 68.24 

Freq 60.43 60.49 84.43 84.80 54.55 54.25 59.48 59.53 64.72 64.77 

SVM Pre. 59.11 58.40 85.33 84.87 60.86 60.28 61.93 61.78 66.8 66.33 

Freq 62.75 61.18 85.18 84.24 59.57 58.10 59.63 59.49 66.78 65.75 

PAR

T 

Pre. 55.46 54.81 85.03 84.51 58.07 57.46 53.52 52.86 63.02 62.41 

Freq 59.77 57.84 86.98 86.22 56.36 53.49 51.99 51.60 63.77 62.29 

AdaB

oost 

Pre. 58.11 49.41 86.08 83.90 58.18 49.16 46.79 43.47 62.29 56.49 

Freq 58.44 49.35 85.93 83.59 57.11 46.61 46.64 43.92 62.03 55.87 

J48 

tree 

Pre. 58.28 55.62 85.78 84.07 62.99 59.33 54.43 52.71 65.37 62.93 

Freq 61.26 58.11 86.53 85.45 59.68 55.51 53.67 53.51 65.28 63.14 

>2 NB Pre. 63.91 61.52 83.68 83.14 63.96 61.96 61.77 61.71 68.33 67.08 

Freq 60.26 60.55 84.28 84.71 54.01 53.68 59.17 59.23 64.43 64.54 

SVM Pre. 61.26 60.35 85.63 84.97 60.75 59.83 60.24 60.12 66.97 66.32 

Freq 61.59 60.26 85.93 85.27 60.75 59.08 56.88 56.80 66.29 65.35 

PAR

T 

Pre. 55.46 55.08 80.99 81.13 57.54 58.10 50.15 50.08 61.04 61.10 

Freq 58.28 56.76 87.57 86.74 56.68 53.80 57.03 56.68 64.89 63.49 

AdaB

oost 

Pre. 58.28 49.53 86.08 83.90 58.18 49.16 46.79 43.47 62.33 56.52 

Freq 58.44 49.35 85.93 83.59 57.11 46.61 46.64 43.92 62.03 55.87 

J48 

tree 

Pre. 58.61 56.22 87.28 85.97 61.18 58.58 55.5 55.15 65.64 63.98 

Freq 60.76 57.40 86.53 85.45 59.68 55.44 52.45 52.20 64.85 62.62 

 

>3 

NB Pre. 64.4 62.62 84.58 83.90 64.06 62.30 61.93 61.93 68.74 67.69 

Freq 59.6 59.92 83.68 84.25 54.01 53.68 58.72 58.79 64 64.16 

SVM Pre. 60.1 58.90 85.03 84.68 59.04 57.66 58.41 58.27 65.64 64.88 

Freq 58.44 56.58 86.38 85.62 61.71 59.19 57.65 57.38 66.04 64.69 

PAR

T 

Pre. 53.15 53.14 81.44 81.56 52.09 52.87 55.5 55.55 60.54 60.78 

Freq 58.94 56.97 86.68 85.74 57.86 55.15 55.66 55.47 64.78 63.33 

AdaB

oost 

Pre. 58.28 49.53 86.08 83.90 58.18 49.16 46.79 43.47 62.33 56.52 

Freq 58.44 49.35 85.93 83.59 57.11 46.61 46.64 43.92 62.03 55.87 

J48 

tree 

Pre. 61.59 58.70 87.28 86.09 60.53 57.95 56.12 55.90 66.38 64.66 

Freq 60.76 57.36 86.53 85.51 59.36 54.79 52.91 52.63 64.89 62.57 

 B. 

Acc. 

 56.13 82.19 58.07 46.64 60.76 
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Table 21: Comparison between the best accuracy reached after data cleaning process and 

considering word frequencies greater than 1 

The  Dataset 
Best accuracy reached after 

data cleaning process 

Best accuracy reached after 

considering words 

frequencies greater than 1 

Obama 65.89 68.05 

Messi 87.43 87.57 

iPhone 61.93 64.06 

Shia 60.86 62.54 

Average accuracy 69.03 70.56 

  

There was a significant difference between the best accuracy reached after 

data cleaning (M=69.0275, SD=12.457) and the best accuracy reached after 

considering word frequencies greater than 1 (M=70.56, SD=11.57887); t (3) = -3.213, 

p = 0.049. These results suggest that including only words that appear 2 or more times 

in the dataset is useful and can improve accuracy significantly. 

Other stylistic attributes 

We have also extracted another set of stylistic attributes, some of them related 

to Twitter such as Number of usernames in tweet, Number of times the tweet was re-

tweeted and Number of hash-tags in the tweet. The other attributes that we extracted 

include Number of URL in the tweet, and Number of digits. 

6.2 Non-lexical Features Extraction Experiments 

Section 5.1 showed how data cleaning improved sentiment classification using 

lexical attributes (unigrams). This section describes the effect of using non-lexical 

attributes on sentiment classification.  

We used 17 non-lexical attributes, which include three syntactic features, 

namely: Number of punctuation marks, number of question marks, and number of 

exclamation marks as explained in section 6.1.1. Nine semantic attributes (presented 

in Table 19 ) and five stylistic attributes which are: Number of usernames in tweet, 

Number of times the tweet was re-tweeted and Number of hash-tags in the tweet, 

Number of URL in the tweet, and Number of digits. 

Several experiments were conducted.  In all the experiments, cleaned tweets 

were used (Data cleaning process is presented in section 5.1) and the 17 non-lexical 

attributes were extracted from them. Polarity classification was performed to test the 

effectiveness of the 17 non-lexical attributes (classifying subjective tweets as positive 
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or negative). The used datasets are: “Obama”, “Messi”, “iPhone” and “Shia”. The 

combinations of these four datasets consist of 513 negative tweets and 612 positive 

tweets. For evaluation, 10-fold cross-validation was used.  

6.2.1 First experiment. 

In the first experiment, the 17 attributes described in section6.2 and were 

extracted and tested using four algorithms from Weka namely: SVM light (called 

LibSVM in Weka), SVM (called SMO in Weka), NB and J48 Decision Tree. SVM 

light is an implementation of Vapnik's Support Vector Machine [65] while SMO 

implements John Platt's [66] sequential minimal optimization algorithm for training a 

support vector classifier. The result is presented in Table 22. The table presents 

accuracy and Kappa statistic. Kappa statistic is a measure of reliability that indicates 

the proportion of agreement beyond that expected by chance.  When there is no 

agreement other than that which would be expected by chance Kappa is zero. When 

there is a total agreement Kappa is one. In Weka, the Kappa statistic measures the 

agreement of prediction with the true class. We used our manually created polarity 

lexicon presented in section 6.1.2 to extract the semantic attributes. Initially, the 

lexicon had 890 positive words and 853 negative words. Examples from the 

dictionary are presented in the Appendix. We have also created a Named Entity 

dictionary (seeks to locate and classify atomic elements in text into predefined 

categories such as the names of persons, organizations, locations, etc.) which included 

59 words initially. Examples from the dictionary are presented in the Appendix. The 

result shows that all classifiers perform similar to a random classifier. Results in Table 

22 shows that the performance of the four classifiers is similar to a random classifier. 

Thus, we run several experiments to improve polarity classification using non-lexical 

attributes.   

Table 22: Polarity classification using non-lexical attributes 

The algorithm Accuracy Kappa Statistic 

SVM (LibSVM) 60.5033 % 0.0745 

SVM (SMO) 59.2889 % 0.1747 

Naïve Bayes 55.4002 % 0.1035 

J48 Tree 58.0217 % 0.1031 

6.2.2 Second experiment. 

In the second experiment, we wanted to improve the accuracy by inspecting 

wrongly classified tweets. We performed this process incrementally, as follows. The 
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first iteration consisted of 25 tweets. We manually inspected the 25 wrongly classified 

tweets and updated our polarity lexicon and Named Entity dictionary accordingly. We 

also created a set of rules that are executed automatically at run time. After the tweet 

is cleaned in the data cleaning module, these rules are executed on it.  Some of them 

will change the tweet while others will not. The change depends on the tweet content 

and whether the rule applies to this tweet or not. Some of these rules are based on 

linguistic background and others are based on heuristic rules. At the end of this 

iteration, we had 870 positive words, 861 negative words, and 91 named entities.   

The modification included: 

1. Identified new emoticons such as ☺ 

2. Removed the defining article “هال” (“this”) and “لل”  (“for”) 

3. Removed double space between words 

4. Removed some general words from the lexicon such as “كثير” (“too much”). 

5. Identified negation words with a tag (“nnoott”). 

6. Replaced a negation tag followed by a positive word with a tag called Negative 

Expression (“NegE”) and replace a negation tag followed by a negative word with 

a tag called Positive Expression (“PosE”). 

7. Identified a number of negative and positive expressions: 

a. “فيها نظر” and “فيها كالم” ( both means “it is not that good”)  Negative  

8.  Identified a number of rules: 

a. Positive منtarget (Ex. better than target)  negative expression towards our target. 

(linguistic rule) 

b. Negative من target (Ex. slower than target)  positive expression towards our target. 

(linguistic rule) 

c. Positive word followed by negative word (Ex. “سريع النفاذ” means “quickly vanish”) 

 negative expression. .(heuristic rule) 

9. Identified number of neutral expressions that were thought to be positive when 

they are in fact neutral. 

a. مساء خير (Good evening ) (“الخير” “good” is a positive word) 

b. صباح الخير (“الخير” “good” is a positive word) 

c. السالم عليكم (“السالم” “peace” is a positive word) 

After those modifications and upon updating both polarity lexicon and Named 

Entity dictionary, the accuracy increased to 60.7111 % and the kappa statistic went up 
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to 0.2051. This improvement in performance implies that the changes made on just 25 

tweets helped in correctly classifying many other tweets in the dataset. 

6.2.3 Third experiment.  

In the third experiment, we kept updating our polarity lexicon and Named 

Entity dictionary as well as adding new positive, negative and neutral expressions as 

needed. We also added new rules.  

In the second iteration, we had modified 120 wrongly classified tweets. Our 

polarity lexicon included 858 positive words and 876 negative words and our Named 

Entity dictionary included 97 entities. The accuracy climbed to 64.0889 % and the 

kappa statistic rose to 0.2809.  

In this experiment, we noticed four classes of tweets that cannot be modified 

to produce a correct classification. The first class is sarcastic tweets. In these tweets 

the author used irony in order to mock or conveys contempt. In the second class of 

tweets, the author intended meaning is implicit in other words a human may 

understand the tweet from the context but not a machine learning algorithm.  The 

third class of tweet deals with vague tweets. These tweets are hard to classify even for 

human because it is hard to tell whether they are objective or subjective. The fourth 

and final class deals with tweets that require syntactic analysis. Those tweets have 

clear positive or negative words describing the target but syntactic analysis is required 

to associate the sentiment with the target in the tweet. As we have discussed in the 

literature review (section 2.7.2), the available NLP tool can only handle MSA and 

tweets are full of dialect words.  

Table 23 lists two examples from each of the four problem classes. The target 

of the sentiment in those tweets is “iPhone”.  

6.2.4 Fourth experiment. 

In the fourth experiment, we modified 218 wrongly classified tweets. The 

modification resulted in increasing our dictionaries and lexicons.  At this point, the set 

contained 62 positive expressions, 37 neutral expressions, 21 negative expressions, 

867 positive words, 937 negative words, and 161 named entities. The accuracy 

became 73.9556 % and the Kappa statistic became 0.4812. At this iteration, we 

noticed the existence of homographs.  In language, a homograph is a word that shares 

the same written form as another word but has a different meaning. The problem with 

those words is that sometimes one word has a positive meaning and the others have a 
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neutral or even negative meaning and this of course will affect the classification 

accuracy. We found that Data Preprocessing (Chapter 5) was the major source for this 

problem. Put differently, before preprocessing those words look different and have a 

different meaning but after preprocessing they were stripped of to the same word 

form. In Table 24, in the first column we have the original words.  Let’s take the 1
st
 

word as an example “خالي” if we did not preprocess this word, it would have had one 

meaning only which is “empty”, but after preprocessing, it became “خال”,  which in 

MSA could mean “uncle” or “empty” and in dialect “black person”.  Thus, in this 

case, the issue is caused by preprocessing. Another example is the 9
th

  word in Table 

 which looks the same after preprocessing, yet has two meanings (in MSA ,”طيب“ ,24

it means “kind” and in dialect it means “okay”). Thus, in this case preprocessing it 

was not the cause of the trouble.   

Table 23: Wrongly classified tweets’ classes 

Tweet 

Type 

Sarcastic Implicit 

meaning 

Vague Syntactic analysis 

required 

The 

Arabic 

tweet 

@A7la jokes  

ههههههههه هذا 

صار االيفون لوح 

 تزلجج

اكثر شئ تاخذه من #

غرفت اختك الكبيره 

 شاحن االيفون

@Alenezi fahed  

اذا كان جواالك جالكسي 

حلوووو واذا كان ايفون 

 وسط

@fahad 246  

 ٢٣٤١االيفون من رمضان 

وهو يطلب تحديث ومعطيه 

احلى سيفون بس بن الكلب بدا 

 يحاصرني .. قطع عني التحميل 

Literal 

English 

translation 

Hahaha iPhone 

become a 

skateboard 
[sic] 

The thing that 

you take most 

often from your 

big sister room is 

iPhone’s charger 
[sic] 

If your mobile is 

Galaxy then it is 

beautiful but if it 

is iPhone then it is 

regular [sic] 

Since Ramadan 1432 

the iPhone is asking for 

updating and I’m giving 

it the most beautiful 

(sefoon) but the dog 

started to me  it cut off 

the download from me 
[sic] 

Arabic 

tweet 

@archsubai 

@saudiinusa 

هههههههههه 

يصحح   االيفون

 علي كيفه

@abood ksa   

6معي ايفون  s 

 s3 وانصح بالجالكسي

@AlFuraidi  

يعني تنصحني انتقل من 

االيفون إلى االندرويد 

 ياعبدالرحمن؟

@Reeeeeeem84 

@ngnm 2012 

@atheisteg  تضحك ع

خطأ مني امالئي الذي ليس 

 ولكن من كيبورد االيفون

 وال تضحك ع امالئك الجميل

!! 

literal 

English 

translation 

Hahahah 

iphone is 

correcting 

according to 

his wishes 
[sic] 

I have iphone 4 

and I recommend 

Galaxy [sic]   

So Abdulrahman 

do you 

recommend I 

switch from 

iPhone to 

Android?  [sic] 

You laugh at my 

spelling mistakes which 

are not my fault but 

iPhone’s keyboard or 

you are laughing at 

your beautiful spelling 
[sic] 
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To handle the homograph issue, we followed two directions. First, if the cause of 

homograph is preprocessing, we capture those words before preprocessing and we 

specify their actual sentiment before preprocessing. Examples of these words are 

words 1- 5 in the table. Some words we classified as Named Entities and this solved 

the issue such as words 6-8. Second, if preprocessing was not the source of the 

problem,  there would not be anything we could do. A sample of those words includes 

entries 9-14 in the table. 

Table 24:  Example of homographs 

No. Word Meaning 

without 

prep. 

Word 

After 

prep. 

1st  

Meaning 

Transl. 2nd  

Meaning 

Transl. 3rd  

Meaning 

Transl. 

 Black اسود uncle اخ االم خال empty خالي 1

man 

 empty فاضي

vanish نفذ will سوف gone ذهب راح comfort راحة 2

ed 

 give a يهدي 3

gift 

     destroy يهدم يهد

 come رجع aggressor معتدي عاد regular عادي 4

back 

  

     hate يكره كره ball الكرة 5

 Nokia اللوميا 6

Lumia 

     blame يلوم لوم

     complain اف اف FM اف ام 7

عماد  8

 متعب

"Imad 

Mutaib" 

football 

player 

     tired متعب متعب

 two طيب 9

meanings 

   kind حنون okay كويس طيب

 two الكفر 10

meanings 

كفر  atheism شرك كفر

 موبايل

Mobile 

Cover 

  

 two رغم 11

meanings 

 even مع  انه enforce غصب رغم

though 

  

 two صدق 12

meanings 

   honest صدق really صدق صدق

 two قتلك 13

meanings 

 I told قال قتلك

you 

 killed قتل

you 

  

 two نظام 14

meanings 

نظام  order ترتيب نظام

 تشغيل

system   

 

6.2.5 Fifth experiment. 

In the fifth experiment, we went through all wrongly classified tweets and 

updated our lexicons and dictionaries. At this point, the set contained 890 positive 

words, 1051 negative words, and 194 Named Entities. We also had 25 negative words 

http://www.yourdictionary.com/homograph
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and 21 positive words whose polarity is decided before preprocessing to avoid the 

homograph issues presented in section 6.2.4. In addition, we reviewed our manually 

created list of positive, negative and neutral expressions. We classified the 

expressions into 4 classes: idioms, non-idioms, semantically ambiguous, and spelling 

problems.  Examples of these four classes are presented in Table 25. 

Table 25: Sample of the expressions four classes 

Expression Transl. Type class 

 No grace الحلو مايكملش

without weakness 

Negative Idiom 

 the problem is تم حل مشاكل

fixed 

Positive non-

idiom 

 I don't expect Neutral Semantic ما اتوقع

ambiguity 

 Still Neutral spelling ما زال

mistake 

 

The first expression in the table “الحلو مايكملش” is an idiom in Arabic dialect. The 

expression means “No grace without weakness”.  We included it in the negative 

expressions because the word “حلو” (grace) has a positive meaning but the expression 

as a whole has a negative meaning. The second expression “تم حل مشاكل” is not an 

idiom but we included it in the positive expression list because the word “حل” (solve) 

has a positive meaning and the word “مشاكل” (problems) has a negative meaning and 

the whole expression has a positive meaning.  

The third expression “ما اتوقع” (I don't expect) is also not an idiom but we 

included it in the neutral expression list. The reason is because of  a rule that states “if 

you have a “negation character” followed by a neutral word, we get a negative 

expression”.  Negation characters and example of their use is presented in Table 26. 

This rule created the problem because sometimes it helps in identifying the negativity 

in the sentence such as the first, second, third and the fifth sentences but it is not 

always the case such as the fourth sentence in Table 26. So we were basically keeping 

the rule while including those expressions that the rule doesn’t apply to, as exceptions 

in the neutral expression list. We called those expressions semantically ambiguous 

expressions. We noted that, “ما” is the most problematic character and it can be used 

in some context not as a negation character and this practice is very common in 

tweets. Thus, we removed it from “negation characters”. 
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Table 26: Negation characters and sample sentence 

Negation 

character 

Sample sentence Transl. 

 The book is not complete, some pages are الكتاب ليس كامل تنقصه بعض الصفحات ليس

missing 

 I did not go to school today اليوملم أذهب إلى المدرسة  لم 

 Ahmed doesn't study his lessons أحمد ال يدرس دروسه ال 

 Nobody expects Barcelona to lose ما يتوقع أحد انو برشلونة يخسر ما 

 I'll not eat until we win لن آكل حتى نفوز لن

 

The fourth expression, “ما زال” (s till) is a misspelled word. The correct word 

is “مازال” (still) without space between the letter “ما” and “ز”. The issue is that we 

have a rule which states that “if you have a “negation character” followed by a 

negative word, it makes it positive expression”. The letter “ما” is a negation character 

and the word “زال” means “vanished” and it is a negative word in our dictionary. 

Thus, because we were aware of the spelling mistake we put the misspelled word in 

the neutral expression list to avoid misclassification of the tweet. We removed this 

class of words from the expressions list and chose to ignore misspelled words for two 

reasons. First, we only had two words under this class and secondly spelling 

correction in social media text is very hard and there are no tools available to handle 

it.  

Finally, we decided to include only idioms in the expression lists and remove 

the other three classes. Thus, after modifications the set contained 15 positive 

expressions, 8 neutral expressions, and 13 negative expressions. Also,  accuracy 

became 79.3778 % and Kappa became 0.5839. 

6.2.6 Sixth experiment. 

In this experiment, we performed blind test using non-lexical attributes on the 

“Arab Idol” dataset. Four datasets “Obama”, “Messi”, “iPhone”, and  “Shia” were 

used for training. SVM was used for the blind testing and the 17 non-lexical attributes 

were extracted. The accuracy obtained was 55.4562 % and the Kappa statistic was 

0.2125. For a polarity classification, this is not a good accuracy but if compared with 

the first experiment Kappa (0.1747), an improvement can be found. Besides, in the 

first experiment we used cross-validation which means the training set included 

tweets that are similar to the tweets being tested. For example, there may be tweets 

where “Obama” is the target in the training and the testing set, which in theory should 
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help improving classification accuracy. In this experiment, however, there are no 

tweets that address “Arab Idol” in the training set. 

To test the above assumption (if the training set includes items from the 

testing set this should improve the accuracy), we decided to split our “Arab Idol” 

testing set and include part of it in the training set. Our five datasets collectively 

consisted of 4696 tweets. If we split them 70% for training and 30% for testing, we 

have 3287 tweets for training and 1409 for testing. Thus, we took from the “Arab 

Idol” dataset 426 tweets and  added them to the training set. 

To test the above assumption, we went through two phases. In the first phase, 

the new training dataset is evaluated using 10-fold cross-validation. Also, in this 

phase we updated our polarity lexicons, expressions lists, and Named Entities 

dictionary. In the second phase, we used blind testing as an evaluation method.  

In the first phase, wrongly classified tweets were reviewed and as a result the 

dictionaries included: 890 positive words, 1074 negative words and 198 Named 

Entities. We also had 34 negative words and 22 positive words, the polarity of which 

we decided before normalization to avoid the homograph issues described in section 

6.2.4. In addition, we had 17 positive expressions, 14 neutral expressions, and 24 

negative expressions. After those modifications, the 10-fold cross-validation accuracy 

became 80.6531 % and the Kappa statistic 0.6125. 

In the second phase, we used our new training dataset, which consisted of  

(“Obama”, “Messi”, “iPhone”, “Shia”) and  426 tweets from the “Arab Idol” dataset,   

to test 1409 tweets left from the “Arab Idol” dataset using blind testing.  We 

performed polarity classification. The blind test accuracy was 55.7734 % and Kappa 

statistic  0.2145.  If we compare these results with the first blind testing results 

(Accuracy=55.4562 %, Kappa = 0.2125) , we find negligible improvement. 

Apparently, the issue was with the 426 random tweets from “Arab Idol” dataset that 

were added to the training set. Those 426 random tweets consisted of 23 positive 

tweets, 78 negative tweets and 325 neutral tweets.  Thus, the majority of the randomly 

picked tweets were neutral and neural tweets are not used in polarity classification. 

6.3 Features selection 

In the previous section, various features were extracted and evaluated using 

10-fold cross-validation or blind testing in order to verify their usefulness and 

significance in polarity classification. In this section, features that proved to be useful 
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and significant to the classification process, will be selected and the others will not be 

used or extracted.  

6.3.1 N-gram selection.  

The results presented in Table 18 shows that unigrams yield the best 

performance. Therefore, we selected unigrams to be our lexical features unit. 

6.3.2 Word frequency selection. 

In section 6.1.3, the effect of selecting unigrams with specific frequency was 

proven to be an effective stylistic feature. In this section, the decision to choose a 

specific frequency will be made. 

In Table 27, the average accuracies and F1 scores for the 4 datasets (“Obama”, 

“Messi”, “iPhone”, and “ Shia”) for word frequency “two or more”, “three or more” 

and “four or more”  are presented. In column 4 and 5 from the table the average 

accuracy and F1 score is presented for each algorithm and feature vector types 

separately.  In column 6 and 7, the average accuracy and F1 score across all the five 

algorithms and the 2 feature vector types are calculated for every word frequency 

separately. The results presented in the table suggest that including words with 

frequency 2 or more in the feature vector is marginally better than including words 

with frequency greater than 2. 

6.3.3 Lexical and non-lexical features selection. 

In this section, the features selection method we used to select our features is 

presented. The dataset we used to select the attributes consist of the five datasets we 

have, namely: “Obama”, “Messi”, “iPhone”, “Shia” and “Arab Idol”. The features 

include the 17 non-lexical features presented in section 6.1 and unigrams with 

frequency 2 or more and with characters count of 3 or more.  

The number of unigram features varies depending on the classification type. In 

other words, for three-way classification (classifying tweets as positive, negative or 

neutral), there are 3962 attributes, 17 of which are non-lexical and the remaining are 

unigrams. The second set is for subjectivity classification (classifying tweets as 

subjective or neutral); there are also 3962 attributes, 17 of which are non-lexical and 

the remaining are unigrams. The third set is for polarity classification (classifying 

tweets as positive or negative); there are 1785 attributes, 17 of which are the non-

lexical attributes and the remaining are the unigrams.  
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Table 27: Average accuracy and F1 score for specific word frequency 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Frequency Alg. FV Avg. of the 4 

datasets 

Average of frequency 2 or 

more 

   Acc F1 Acc. F1 

2 or more NB Pre. 69.92 68.24 

64.998 62.822 

Freq. 64.72 64.77 

SVM Pre. 66.8 66.33 

Freq. 66.78 65.75 

PART Pre. 63.02 62.41 

Freq. 63.77 62.29 

AdaBo

ost 

Pre. 62.29 56.49 

Freq. 62.03 55.87 

J48 

tree 

Pre. 65.37 62.93 

Freq. 65.28 63.14 

3 or more NB Pre. 68.33 67.08 Average of frequency 3 or more 

Freq. 64.43 64.54 

SVM Pre. 66.97 66.32 Acc. F1 

Freq. 66.29 65.35 

64.68 62.687 

PART Pre. 61.04 61.10 

Freq. 64.89 63.49 

AdaBo

ost 

Pre. 62.33 56.52 

Freq. 62.03 55.87 

J48 

tree 

Pre. 65.64 63.98 

Freq. 64.85 62.62 

4 or more NB Pre. 68.74 67.69 Average of frequency 4 or more 

Freq. 64 64.16 

SVM Pre. 65.64 64.88 Acc. F1 

Freq. 66.04 64.69 

64.537 62.515 

PART Pre. 60.54 60.78 

Freq. 64.78 63.33 

AdaBo

ost 

Pre. 62.33 56.52 

Freq. 62.03 55.87 

J48 

tree 

Pre. 66.38 64.66 

Freq. 64.89 62.57 
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To select the features we used the information gain (IG) features selection 

algorithm. The algorithm evaluates the worth of an attribute by measuring the 

information gain with respect to the class. Yang and Pedersen performed an 

evaluation of features selection algorithms in dimensionality reduction for text 

categorization and they found that IG is one of the best features selection methods 

[67]. 

We performed this procedure to select the attributes for the three classification 

types (three-way, subjectivity, and polarity classification). First, the IG for each 

feature was computed and the features were ranked in descending order where the 

most effective features were at the top and the useless features at the bottom. Next, we 

computed the accuracy for the top 100 features. We kept incrementing the number of 

features by 50 and computing the accuracy until we included all features. We used 

NB and 10-fold cross-validation for accuracy computation. 

6.3.4 Three-way classification features selection. 

In Table 28, the number of attributes and the accuracy obtained using them for 

three-way classification is presented. The table shows a sample of the data while 

Figure 14 the entire data is presented.  

 

Table 28: Sample of features selection accuracy result for three-way classification 

No. of features Accuracy  

750 73.12842362 

800 73.25015216 

850 73.98052343 

900 74.01095557 

950 74.2848448 

1000 74.46743761 

1050 74.43700548 

1100 74.34570907 

1150 74.25441266 

1200 74.01095557 

1250 74.19354839 

1300 74.19354839 

1350 74.10225198 

1400 74.04138771 

1450 73.85879489 

As shown in Figure 14, the accuracy increases exponentially with the number 

of top features used until 1000 features then it starts to decrease.  As evident, 

extracting and using poor features is not only a time consuming process but it also 
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degrades the performance of the classifier. Thus, we will only use the top 1000 

features.  

 

Figure 14: Number of features and the accuracy obtained using them for three-way classification. 

6.3.5 Subjectivity classification features selection. 

In Table 29, the number of attributes and the accuracy obtained using them for 

subjectivity classification is presented.  As shown in the table, a sample of the data is 

presented but in Figure 15 the entire data is presented. 

Table 29: Sample of features selection accuracy result for subjectivity classification 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For the subjectivity classification, accuracy also increases exponentially as the 

number of top features used increases until we get to 1850 features then the accuracy 

starts to drop linearly.  
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1600 80.5234 

1650 80.493 

1700 80.6147 

1750 80.6452 

1800 80.8582 

1850 81.0712 

1900 80.7365 

1950 80.4321 

2000 80.1278 

2050 79.6409 

2100 79.5192 

2150 79.5192 

2200 79.3061 

2250 79.2757 

2300 79.0627 
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Figure 15: Number of features and the accuracy obtained using them for subjectivity 

classification 

6.3.6 Polarity classification features selection. 

For three-way classification and subjectivity classification we used 50 

attributes as increment but for polarity classification we used a smaller increment 

number. We used 10 features as increment first because the polarity classification 

dataset is smaller (it doesn’t include neutral tweets). Second, we are more interested 

in knowing the exact number of attributes that would maximize the accuracy for the 

polarity classification. Table 30 presents the number of attributes and the accuracy 

obtained using them for polarity classification.  As shown in the table, a sample of the 

data is presented but in Figure 16  the entire data is presented.  

Table 30: Features selected for polarity classification 
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720 86.2041 

730 86.449 

740 86.5306 

750 86.5306 

760 86.5306 

770 86.6122 

780 86.5306 

790 86.2857 

800 86.2857 

810 86.2041 

820 86.2041 

830 86.1224 

840 86.1224 

850 86.1224 

860 86.2041 
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As shown in Figure 16, the polarity accuracy at the beginning increases with 

the number of top attributes used until we get to 770 features then the accuracy starts 

to drop. Figure 16 is not as smooth as Figure 14 and Figure 15 because in Figure 16 

we used smaller increment size. 

 
Figure 16: Number of features and the accuracy obtained using them for polarity classification 

 

In Table 31, we present the top 30 attributes for three-way classification, 

subjectivity classification and polarity classification. As shown in the table, the same 

attribute has different rank and info gain value depending on the classification type. 

For instance, the non-lexical attribute “nearNeg” is the best attribute for three-way 

classification and polarity classification and it has the info gain value of 0.125, 0.287 

respectively while it is the third attribute for subjectivity classification with info gain 

of 0.037.  

Also, we can notice that the info gain values of subjectivity classification are 

significantly lower than their counter part in three-way classification and polarity 

classification. This observation indicates the need for better attributes for subjectivity 

classification since the existing ones are not sufficient. Moreover, the following non-

lexical attributes were among the top useful attributes for the three classification 

types: “nearNeg”, “shortNeg”, “noNegW”, “nearPos”, “shortPos”, “noPosW”, and 

“question”. Besides, two non-lexical attributes namely: “NoPunc” and “NoUsername” 

proved to be useful for three-way classification and subjectivity classification and 

were among the top attributes while the same attributes were among the bottom 

attributes for polarity classification. This means that those two attributes are effective 
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in identifying subjectivity and are poor at identifying polarity. Also, the following 

non-lexical attributes acquired an info gain of zero in the three classification types: 

“NoRT”, “exclaim”, “Nohashtag”, “NoPosEmo”, “NoNegEmo”, “Nodigits”, 

“Nolaugh”, and “NoURL”. Thus, we decided not to extract them.  
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Table 31: Top 50 attributes ranked using info gain 

No. Three-way Subjectivity Polarity 

Attribute 

name 

Info 

Gain 

Attribute 

name 

Info 

Gain 

Attribute 

name 

Info Gain 

1 nearNeg 0.125206 noNegW 0.03782 nearNeg 0.2871 

2 shortNeg 0.124809 shortNeg 0.0366 shortNeg 0.23955 

3 noNegW 0.109149 nearNeg 0.01818 noNegW 0.20102 

4 nearPos 0.074431 shortPos 0.01415 nearPos 0.19677 

5 shortPos 0.065683 noPosW 0.01255 shortPos 0.14629 

6 noPosW 0.055007 0.0105 تياغو noPosW 0.11389 

 0.0374 اعصار 0.00941 ولد 0.019399 اعصار 7

 0.02078 العب 0.00814 مبار 0.014413 افضل 8

9 question 0.012026 question 0.00773 0.01799 افضل 

 0.01494 رنامج 0.00771 افضل 0.011372 تياغو 10

 0.0133 سنه 0.00618 بدو 0.010194 انفجار 11

 0.01329 يتفقد 0.0059 انفجار 0.010047 ولد 12

 0.01329 ذهب 0.00577 والد 0.009949 يتفقد 13

 question 0.01153 0.00546 اعصار 0.008638 مبار 14

 0.01151 انفجار NoPunc 0.00546 0.008179 العب 15

 0.01104 هل 0.00507 ابن 0.006527 عيدالغدير 16

 0.01053 امير 0.005 مومن 0.006347 والد 17

 0.01052 عالم 0.005 يتفقد 0.006346 ذهب 18

 0.01014 نايب 0.00486 او 0.00618 بدو 19

 0.00866 تحديث 0.00484 مولود 0.006051 لعن 20

 0.00849 مشكل 0.00478 عيدالغدير 0.005951 رنامج 21

22 NoPunc 0.005475 0.00779 ام 0.00438 سني 

 0.00778 هديه 0.00434 حل 0.00542 مولود 23

 0.00778 كارث 0.00432 تدريب 0.005329 سني 24

 0.00778 اسطور 0.00429 مستشف 0.005276 ابن 25

 0.00744 رياس 0.00411 تيتو 0.005275 او 26

 0.0071 دين NoUsername 0.004 0.005219 رونالدو 27

 0.007 حلم 0.00393 هالل 0.005066 فامن 28

 0.007 موظف 0.00391 مول 0.005057 عالم 29

 0.00692 متع 0.00376 غدير 0.004997 مومن 30
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7 Classification Phase 

In this phase, the classification accuracy based on blind-testing is presented. 

The accuracy is calculated for three-way classification, subjectivity classification and 

polarity classification. The features used are the selected features in the section 

Error! Reference source not found.. Specifically, those features include unigrams 

ith frequency two or more, thus, the unigrams that proved to be effective for the 

classification accuracy (the details are presented in section 6.3.4, section 6.3.5 and 

section 6.3.6). 

7.1 Three-way Classification Accuracy Using Blind Testing 

In this experiment, selected attributes revealed in section 6.3.4 were used.  The 

training dataset used was presented in section 6.2.6 and it consisted of “Obama” 

dataset, “iPhone” dataset, “Messi” dataset, “Shia” dataset and 436 tweets from “Arab 

Idol” dataset. It included 1736 neutral tweet, 613 positive tweets and 512 negative 

tweets whereas the testing dataset consisted of the 1409 tweets left from the “Arab 

Idol” dataset. It precisely included 951 neutral tweets, 114 positive tweets and 344 

negative tweets. SVM classifier was used for the testing process. The accuracy 

obtained is 63.9461 % with Kappa statistic of 0.0739. The confusion matrix of the 

experiment is presented in Table 32. 

Table 32: Confusion matrix of three-way classification blind testing 

 Neutral Positive Negative 

Neutral 851   52 48 

Positive 96 15 3 

Negative 286 23 35 

 

As clearly shown in the confusion matrix presented in Table 32, the classifier 

is performing poorly in classifying positive and negative tweets. This can be justified 

by two explanations. First, there are far more neutral tweets in the training and the 

testing datasets than subjective tweets, which will, as a result, improve the classifier 

performance in detecting neutral tweets. Second, the selected attributes are not 

effective in detecting positive and negative tweets. The first explanation is valid 

logically and doesn’t need proof. The more data we have from specific class the better 

the classifier would be in classifying new instance from this class. To test the second 

explanation,  balance training and testing datasets were made.  
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The new training dataset consists of 512 neutral tweets, 512 positive tweets 

and 512 negative tweets while the testing dataset consists of 114 neutral tweets, 114 

positive tweets and 114 negative tweets. After performing the blind testing using the 

balanced datasets, the accuracy became 50% but the Kappa statistic increased to be 

0.25. The confusion matrix of the balanced datasets is presented in Table 33. 

Table 33: Confusion matrix of three-way classification blind testing with a balanced sample 

 Neutral Positive Negative 

Neutral 72 22 20 

Positive 41 57 16 

Negative 48 24 42 

 

The results shown in Table 33 shows that even with using a balanced sample, 

the majority of tweets are classified as neutral which means that we need better 

attributes for three-way classification. 

7.2 Subjectivity Classification Accuracy Using Blind Testing 

In this experiment, selected attributes discovered in section 6.3.5 were used.  

The training dataset used was presented in section 6.2.6 and it consisted of “Obama” 

dataset, “iPhone” dataset, “Messi” dataset, “Shia” dataset and 436 tweets from “Arab 

Idol” dataset. It included 1736 neutral tweets and 1125 subjective tweets whereas the 

testing dataset consisted of the 1409 tweets left from the “Arab Idol” dataset. The 

training dataset precisely included 951 neutral tweets and 458 subjective tweets. SVM 

classifier was used for the testing process. The accuracy obtained is 66.714% with 

Kappa statistic of 0.2243. The confusion matrix of the experiment is presented in 

Table 34. 

Table 34: Confusion matrix of subjectivity classification blind testing 
 Neutral Subjective 

Neutral 736 215 

Subjective 254 204 

 

In this experiment, we also were interested in assessing the performance of the 

classifier on a balanced sample to see if the selected attributes need modification or if 

they are sufficient as such. Thus, we created two balanced training and testing 

datasets. 
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The new training dataset consisted of 512 neutral tweets and 512 subjective 

tweets (256 positive tweets and 256 negative tweets) while the testing dataset 

consisted of 114 neutral tweets, 57 positive tweets and 57 negative tweets (a total of 

114 subjective tweets). After performing the blind testing using the balanced datasets 

the accuracy became 92.5439% and the Kappa statistic increased drastically to be 

0.8509. The confusion matrix of the balanced datasets is presented in Table 35. 

Table 35: Confusion matrix of subjectivity classification blind testing with a balanced sample 

 Neutral Subjective 

Neutral 102 12 

Subjective 5 109 

 

The results shown in Table 35 indicate that the selected attributes are very 

effective for subjectivity classification and do not need any modification or 

improvement. 

7.3 Polarity Classification Accuracy Using Blind Testing 

In this experiment, selected attributes revealed in section 6.3.6 were used.  The 

training dataset used was presented in section 6.2.6 and it consisted of 613 positive 

tweets and 512 negative tweets whilst the testing dataset included 114 positive tweets 

and 345 negative tweets. SVM classifier was used for the testing process. The 

accuracy obtained is 58.8235% with Kappa statistic of 0.2069. The confusion matrix 

of the experiment is presented in Table 36. 

 

Table 36: Confusion matrix of polarity classification blind testing 

 Negative Positive 

Negative 184  161 

Positive 28 86 

 

Again we were keen on seeing the performance of the classifier on a balanced 

sample to see if the selected attributes needed modification or were sufficient as they 

are. Thus, we created two balanced training and testing datasets. 

The new training dataset consisted of 512 positive tweets and 512 negative 

tweets while the testing dataset consisted of 114 positive tweets and 114 negative 

tweets. After performing the blind testing using the balanced datasets the accuracy 
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was 62.7193% and kappa statistic 0.2544. The confusion matrix of the balanced 

datasets is presented in Table 37.  

Table 37: Confusion matrix of subjectivity classification blind testing with a balanced sample 

 Negative Positive 

Negative 60 54 

Positive 31 83 

 

The results shown in Table 37 indicate that the selected attributes needed 

modification to improve classification accuracy more specifically the negative tweets 

classification was worse than the positive tweet classification. This means that the 

selected attributes are effective but the negative words lexicon and negative 

expression lexicon are poor in comparison with positive words and expression 

lexicons. It also may mean that negative tweets may appear in a variety of ways that 

are so hard for machine learning algorithm to detect, such as sarcasm. In sarcasm, the 

tweet may include positive words but the intended meaning is negative and those 

types of tweets were discussed in section 6.2.3. 

Finally, after these experiments we decided to use two-stage classification 

(subjectivity classification followed by polarity classification) since the result for 

subjectivity classification and polarity classification are far better than three-way 

classification at least using our selected attributes.  
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8 System Deployment 

In this chapter, the system deployment process is explained. The entire process 

is presented in Figure 17.   

 
Figure 17: Flow chart of the sentiment analysis system 

8.1 Data Acquisition Phase 

In the data acquisition phase, we retrieve data from Twitter regarding the topic 

the user specifies. We collect data using the Twitter filter stream API (as explained in 

detail in Appendix Twitter API) using Twitter4j. We receive the tweet in JSON 

format (presented in section 4.1.1). We keep only two pieces of information from the 

tweet: its text and whether it is a retweet or not. If the tweet is a retweet, we discard it 
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and if it is not, we send its text to the next phase. In the model generation process, we 

had the same phase but we kept all the tweets we received and we saved them in 

JSON format.  Also, the decision to keep or discard a specific tweet was done in the 

Tweet-Filtering phase (section 4.2) but in the deployed system we did not have a 

filtering phase. Thus, we needed to decide in real time which tweet to keep and which 

one to discard. Furthermore, in section 4.2 we explained why we wanted to discard 

the retweets. 

8.2 Data Preprocessing Phase 

In the deployment process, we also needed to preprocess the tweets before 

extracting features from them. The preprocessing included the following steps: 

normalization, tags adding and spam detection. We did not include stemming in this 

phase because we found in the model generation process that stemming does not have 

significant effect on the accuracy. Also, POS tagging after we had examined it in the 

model generation process, we found that we could not perform POS on Twitter text 

since it contained both MSA and dialect.  

8.3 Feature Identification Phase 

In the deployment process, feature identification consisted of one step since 

features selection was done in the model generation phase. Thus, in this phase we 

only performed features extraction. We extracted features that proved to be the best in 

the model generation process. The subjectivity classification features we extracted 

were presented in section 6.3.5 and the polarity features we extracted are presented in 

section 6.3.6. 

8.4 Classification Phase 

In this phase, we used the two-phase classification method because we found 

that this method yielded  better results in comparison with the three-way classification 

(“Positive”, “Negative”, “Neutral”). Thus, a tweet was first classified as “subjective” 

or “objective”. Then, we further classified the subjective tweet as either positive or 

negative. 
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9 Conclusion 

9.1 Achievements 

In this thesis, we studied sentiment mining of Arabic Twitter data.  We 

developed a system named Arabic Subjectivity and Sentiment Analysis (ASSA), 

which collects tweets from Twitter about specific topics. The topics in our 

experiments were “Obama”, “iPhone”, “Messi”, “Shia” and “Arab Idol”. We called 

these topics the target of the sentiment and annotated the tweets towards the chosen 

target as “positive”, “negative”, or “neutral”. We called this process target-dependent 

sentiment annotation. Our annotators were two native Arabic language speakers. After 

inner-annotator agreement, we were left with 4696 annotated tweets: 3287 tweets for 

training (70%) and 1409 for testing (30%).  

 To develop our Arabic Subjectivity and Sentiment Analysis (ASSA) system, 

two stages were performed. In the first stage, we built a computational model that 

firstly identifies subjective text and then performs polarity classification. In the 

second stage, we employed the developed model to classify new tweet instances. The 

first stage consisted of six phases: Data Acquisition, followed by Tweet-Filtering 

phase, then Data Annotation phase, Data-Preprocessing phase, Feature Identification 

phase, and finally Classification Phase. The second stage consisted of four phases:  

Data Acquisition, Data-Preprocessing phase, Feature Identification phase, and finally 

Classification Phase. 

We conducted several experiments to improve sentiment analysis accuracy. 

Initially, we tested the effect of data preprocessing on accuracy and we found 

significant improvement. Then, we examined the effect of several natural language 

processing tasks such as stemming and Part-of-Speech tagging but they did not prove 

useful. We extracted stylistic features, semantic features and syntactic features. Then, 

we tested the effect of the different features types on the sentiment accuracy.  

We can summarize our research contributions as follows: 

1. We developed the first target dependent sentiment analysis system for Arabic 

language. 

2. We experimented with different feature types, classification techniques, and 

classification algorithms to find which one suits best the given problem. 
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3. We identified several problems and issues regarding Arabic text (coming from 

Twitter) collection, annotation, and classification that have never been 

discussed in previous research. 

4. We identified a set of rules that can be followed to facilitate sentiment 

classification. 

5. We proved that manual inspection of Twitter text is necessary in order to 

identify issues and problems that would never have been identified otherwise. 

Although our system was built specifically to analyze sentiment from tweets 

i.e., the text of messages from Twitter, it can be extended to handle other social media 

sites with few tweaks. For instance, Facebook doesn’t present “mention” in the same 

way Twitter does. On Facebook, “mention” is just the user name while on Twitter the 

user name is preceded by the symbol “@”. Thus, we must consider this difference in 

the Tag Adder module. In addition, Facebook does not support “hashtag” but this 

difference will not require any change in our system since the “HASHTAG” tag is 

added only when a hashtag is encountered. The same applies to the matter of “re-

tweet”. Moreover, Facebook status can be as long as 63206 characters long, which 

means we may have many sentences. Our system “as-is” can handle short single 

sentences, thus it doesn’t need a co-reference resolution tool, but if we were to 

analyze a Facebook status then we would need such tool, as well as a sentence 

boundary detection tool. Furthermore, in the classification stage we would need to 

classify each sentence alone and then aggregate the results to find the overall 

sentiment towards a specific topic. In addition, a specific data fetcher must be 

developed for each social media site we wish to support.  

YouTube’s comments and video descriptions can also be supported by our 

system. In fact, YouTube comments are very similar to Facebook status, as YouTube 

allows a maximum of 5000 characters for a playlist description.    

9.2 Limitations 

We are aware of several limitations and shortcomings of this research work. 

First of all, the lexicons we made are small because we only depended on our 

datasets. Our sentiment lexicon included 890 positive words, 1074 negative words, 17 

positive expressions, 14 neutral expressions,  and 24 negative expressions. Our 

Named Entity lexicon included 198 named entities. 
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Second, we employed two annotators. While it is a common practice to 

employ two annotators in sentiment analysis research, we found that this number was 

not sufficient for such a difficult problem. This was obvious when seeing the low 

inter-annotator agreement, which was only 69.52% of tweets. 

Third, the rules we created are necessarily derived from our dataset, which is 

not representative of the entire tweets’ population.  We should have annotated more 

tweets but the annotation process is both time consuming and costly.  

Fourth, the extensive use of dialect and Arabizi and the lack of efficient 

linguistic resources related to them reduced the classification accuracy to a great 

extent; especially that sentiment analysis research in MSA reported improvement in 

performance due to the use of linguistic resources (Ex. Stemming and POS). 

9.3 Recommendations and Future Work 

Sentiment annotation is a very hard task and target-dependent sentiment 

annotation is even harder. We suggest when performing similar study to recruit more 

annotators and take the majority of their votes as a result. In a detailed study of expert 

and non-expert agreement for an affect recognition task, Rion et al.  [68] found that an 

average of 4 non-expert labels per item is needed to emulate expert-level label quality. 

One issue with this approach remains that recruiting annotators is an expensive 

process. 

Another solution might be designing an online game, where players get reward 

for annotating tweets. A study can be conducted to design such a game and test its 

effectiveness. This idea is inspired by a work done by Musat et al.  [69] where the 

authors proposed a novel human computation game for sentiment analysis. The goal 

of the game was to annotate sentiments of a collection of text documents and 

simultaneously construct a highly discriminative lexicon of positive and negative 

phrases. In addition, another study can be performed to test the effect of number of 

annotators in the sentiment analyses accuracy.  A third solution might be to ask the 

two annotators to encode their degree of certainty i.e., specify to which extend they 

are certain about the annotation they gave to the tweet. Then, when experimenting, 

researchers may choose to consider only those tweets with high certainty degree.  

We also recommend using a large sentiment lexicon. Our experiments proved 

that we did not need lexical attributes (words) but what we really needed was their 
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meaning. Thus, using a large sentiment lexicon will improve sentiment classification 

accuracy significantly.    

In the future, if we obtain a fund, we are planning to run a study to test the 

effect of annotation process on sentiment analysis accuracy. The factors we are 

planning to study are: number of annotators, gender of annotators, language 

proficiency of annotators, age of annotators, and degree of certainty of annotators 

regarding their annotation. 

In addition, we are planning to build large sentiment lexicon. To build this 

lexicon, we will collect large sample of tweets from different domains and about 

various topics. Then, we would use automatic and manual methods to annotate the 

lexicon words and phrases.   

Also, we are planning to annotate a large number of tweets after knowing the 

optimal annotation settings (number of annotators, age of annotator, etc.) and make 

this dataset public for research community.  
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Appendix 

Twitter API 

Figure 18: Twitter API architecture [70] 

A user publishes a tweet tagged with a time, the name of the user, the user it 

was sent to if it was a reply, and, if the user has enabled geotagging, the user's 

location. First, the tweet goes into the main database (firehouse). Once it is in the 

main database, it is also sent into a user quality filter which removes tweet which 

Twitter deems to be of low quality. Then the tweet is forwarded into relevance and 

ranking filter. If this filter also passes, the tweet is sent to the search database, to be 

indexed for Twitter search [70].  

The top arrow on the right in Figure 18 represents the REST API that enable 

you to create, read, update or delete tweet from the main database. Users are allowed 

to make 150 requests per hour by default using this API while white listed 

accountant and IP addresses allowed 20,000 requests per hour (there is a process you 

can go thorough to get your account or IP to be white listed). The second arrow on 

the right represents the search API that permits looking up tweet from the past in the 

search database, which is read-only database. The Search Rate Limit is not made 

public to discourage unnecessary search usage and abuse [53].  

The bottom two arrows represent the streaming API. The streaming API is 

also a read-only. Unlike the search API, the streaming API is not buffered through 
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the search database. The raw tweet passed through the same user quality filter as 

used to qualify tweet for the search database, but they do not go through the 

relevance and ranking filter. Thus, there are more tweets available to users of the 

streaming API than there are to users of the search API. Then it split into two 

streams, the sample stream and the filter stream which both are subset of the 

Firehouse. A subscriber simply reads the sample stream and the filter stream directly 

from Twitter. The subscriber can filter the tweet coming out of the stream by 

keywords, lists of users that created the tweet, or locations of geotagged tweet [53]. 

The filter stream default access level allows up to 400 track keywords, 5,000 

follow user ids and 25 0.1-360 degree location boxes. Increased access levels allow 

100,000 follow user ids (“shadow” role), 400,000 follow user ids (“birddog” role), 

10,000 track keywords (“restricted track” role), 200,000 track keywords (“partner 

track” role), and 200 0.1-360 degree location boxes (“locRestricted” role). On the 

other hand, the sample stream default access level ‘Spritzer’  allows 1% of the 

firehouse and the higher access level ‘Gardenhouse’ access level allows 5% of the 

firehouse which is good enough for data mining purpose. To guarantee a 

‘Gardenhouse’ access level ,you have to contact Twitter and describe your use case 

and sign EULA which I have done and now I have ‘Gardenhouse’ access level for 

my project [53]. 

YouTube API 

YouTube has a Data API which allows programmers to implement many of 

the operations available on the YouTube website. It is possible to search for videos, 

retrieve standard feeds, and see related content. Developer can also develop programs 

that can authenticate as a user to upload videos, modify user playlists, and more. The 

Data API gives developers a programmatic access to the video and user information 

stored on YouTube [71].  

Google has developed a number of client libraries that abstract the API into a 

language-specific object model. The languages supported include:  Java, .NET, PHP, 

and Python. Similarly, all the client libraries are open source and can be used and 

modified under the Apache License 2.0. Also, there is a developer's guide and sample 

code for every library [71]. 
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 YouTube Data API allows client applications to retrieve and update YouTube 

content in the form of Google Data API feeds. The client application can use the 

YouTube Data API to fetch video feeds, comments, responses, and playlists, as well 

as query for videos that match particular criteria or  search for videos uploaded by a 

particular author or videos associated with a particular YouTube category. Moreover, 

developers can restrict search results to show only videos that match a given set of 

categories and/or keywords. Each video can have many keywords but can only be 

associated with one YouTube category [71]. 

Regular Expressions 

Table 38: Regular expressions 

Description Regular Expression 

Replace two or more occurrence of characters 

with one 

“(.)\\1#2,100#", "$1” 

find URLs that starts with “http://” “.*http://.*” 

Find URLs that starts with “www.”  “.*www\\..*” 

Remove any character that is not a digit of 

English or Arabic alphabet. 

“ [a-zA-Zي-ف9-0غ-ء]+”, “” 
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Sample of the Arabic Polarity Lexicon 

Table 39: Samples of the Arabic polarity lexicon 

Positive word Negative word 

 مستعمر ابتسام

 كوارث تفوق

 طايح مواهب

 اتضايق كريم

 خسر ملك

 مسخر مثمر

 مخيس ازين

 تسول راحه

 غاله تنقذ

 لقاف حكيم

 امراض مريح

 عقيم تحتفل

 وقح لطف

 غشني سعيد

 مقرود رحم

 ممل امان

 مرض مبسوط

 طاح فريد

 هرم حلول

 يسقط لذيذ

 جرح غني

 احتالل فنان

 بيتمسخر ذكي

 قبح موهوب

 سمج اكشخ

 شين ربح

 مطنش محب

 شيت تقدير

 شنيع ثانكس

 زفت تنصح

 نفاذصبر ماقصر

 موسوس لمع

 مايتعرف اعجب

 ماب خيال

 فقير اتشهر

 صحراء نبيل

 اعصار يحترم

 دفاع انصح

 بكاء حاب

 غيرضرور حظ

 الم مزه

 خشن صفق

 اهمال اعفاء

 خصم حل

 سخاف هديه

 يضعف مغرم

 مصطنع مقدس
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Sample of Named Entity Dictionary 

Table 40: Named entity dictionary 

Named Entities 

 ميت رومني

 الواليات

 الرياض

 بوش

 ساندى

١اس  

٤اس  

 نصر هللا

 أحمد فهمي

 االيباد

 قناة العربية

 البالكبيري

 واي فاي

 نانسي

 باراك

 روبرت

 فلوريدا

 الجالكسي نوت

 مرسي

 ريڤالدو

 رونالدينيو

 برشلونة

 البحرين

 نيمار

 شاحن

 كريستيانو

 العراق

 اآلندرويد

 اللوميا

 النوبختي

 االس ثري

 نيويورك

 سوريا

 ابل

 التيما

 جورج كلوني

 المتنبي

 اسامة بن الدن

2نوت   

 عماد متعب

 رامسفيلد

 الفيس بوك

 غوغل

 نوكيا
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